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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Elucidating the Native Topologies of Bacterial Microcompartments 

By 

Jessica Micaela Ochoa 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2021 

Professor Todd O. Yeates, Chair 

 

 

Bacterial microcompartments, or MCPs, are supramolecular structures analogous to 

eukaryotic organelles.  These assemblies are understood to organize and compartmentalize the 

cytosol by sequestering and optimizing a myriad of metabolic reactions.  They enable the diffusive 

transport of substrates, acting as a semi-permeable barrier that prevents the efflux of toxic 

intermediates.  Unlike their membrane-bound eukaryotic counterparts, MCPs are comprised 

entirely of a proteinaceous outer shell.  The so-called BMC domain (for bacterial 

microcompartment) is the canonical building block for all MCPs.  BMCs oligomerize to form 

hexamers disks which tesselate laterally to form the nearly flat facets of the outer MCP shell.  

Pentameric proteins form the polyhedral vertices.  Despite persistent research in the field, 

bacterial microcompartments remain poorly understood.  This work seeks to enhance our 

foundational knowledge of MCPs through structurally characterizing BMS shell proteins and 

highlighting their potentially specialized functions, presenting a novel structural resource that 

organizes existing structural data and recent work that begins to reveal the native topology and 

long-range organization of MCP shells.   
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Bacterial microcompartments, or MCPs, are organelle-like structures found in nearly 20% 

of bacteria across several phyla that act as semipermeable barriers capable of sequestering 

substrates and enzymes and carrying out sensitive metabolic reactions [1–3].  However, unlike 

their eukaryotic membrane-bound counterparts, MCPs are comprised entirely of proteins.  These 

are supramolecular structures are approximately 100 - 400 nm in diameter and help to organize 

and compartmentalize the cytosol by providing an enclosed environment surrounded by a 

selectively permeable proteinaceous shell [2,4–6].  These extraordinary structures optimize 

numerous multi-step metabolic reactions by creating microenvironment that bring various 

enzymes, substrates and cofactors into close proximity.  The co-localization of these various 

metabolic components helps to optimize metabolic flux while preventing the escape of toxic and/or 

volatile intermediates into the rest of the cytosol [2,7–9].  MCPs are defined by their signature 

enzyme.  The founding member, the carboxysome, enhance carbon dioxide fixation by utilizing 

sequentially acting enzymes, carbonic anhydrase and ribulose- 1,5-bisphosphate 

carboxylase/oxygenase(RuBisCO), convert bicarbonate and ribulose-bisphosphate to its 

subsequent products [2,10,11].  By contrast, metabolomes utilize various key enzymes in order 

to consume a variety of substrates including 1,2-propanediol and ethanolamine for the 

propanediol utilization (Pdu) MCP and ethanolamine utilization (Eut) MCP, respectively 

[10,12,13].  Recent work has also revealed that other microcompartment types are capable of 

utilizing glycyl-radical chemistry (including the glycyl-radical propanediol MCP and the choline 

utilization MCP) while others have metabolic functions that remain only partially understood 

including the RMM/AAUM (Rhodococcus and Mycolicibacterium Microcompartment, 

subsequently renamed AAUM for its apparent role in amino acetone utilization) MCP and the Etu 

(ethanol utilization) MCP [14–20].      

While MCPs are functionally diverse, they are unified by their basic architecture; 

thousands of copies of the BMC (bacterial microcompartment) domain oligomerize to form the 
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canonical hexameric disks that tesselate to form the nearly flat facets of the outer MCP shell [5].  

Pentameric BMV (bacterial microcompartment vertex) proteins, which are evolutionary distinct 

from BMCs, cap and form the vertices of the nearly polyhedral MCP shell [5,21]. For any given 

MCP type, there are numerous paralogs, ranging in number from two to seven, that comprise the 

full MCP shell.  Different BMC shell types enable modularity and afford specialized roles including 

binding internal enzymes and substrates and also providing routes for diffusion and molecular 

transport.  This modularity arises from variations in the canonical BMC domain.  BMC-H shell 

proteins (H is for hexamer), the most abundant type, is comprised of a single BMC domain that 

forms a cyclic homohexamer [22–25].  Permuted BMCs retain their canonical tertiary structure 

and overall hexameric architecture but give rise to alternate topological forms because of a 

circular permutation in the BMC sequence [26,27].  BMC-Ts (T is for tandem) contain two tandem 

repeats of the BMC domain and form trimers or pseudohexameric disks [28,29].    

 In recent years, biochemical, genetic and novel engineering studies have helped to shed 

light on microcompartments and their shell proteins. Despite growing research and 

advancements, there are several unresolved questions.  The roles and potentially specialized 

functions of permuted BMCs remain poorly understood, with previous structural characterization 

creating ambiguity in overall quaternary structure.  Definitive mechanisms of molecular transport 

across the protein shell remains elusive prompting questions surrounding the roles of surface 

electrostatic potentials of BMC shell proteins and their associated charged substrates.  Lastly, 

outstanding questions remain surrounding the native topology and long-range organization of 

MCP shells.  This work seeks to enhance our fundamental understanding of bacterial 

microcompartments by addressing these questions. 

In Chapter 2, I present a review of high-symmetry protein assemblies.  Here I highlight 

large supramolecular protein structures that have been characterized, their roles in guiding novel 

engineering feats and their recent applications for exterior display and interior encapsulation.  I 
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survey the PDB for known natural and designed cubic protein assemblies (tetrahedral, octahedral 

and icosahedral), providing biological insight and presenting recent applications.  This work has 

been published as:  

Cannon, K. A.*, Ochoa, J. M.*, & Yeates, T. O. (2019). High-symmetry protein 

assemblies: Patterns and emerging applications. Current Opinion in Structural Biology, 55, 77–

84. (* indicates equal contribution). 

In Chapter 3, I present a brief review that focuses on bacterial microcompartment shell 

proteins.  I present the key structural features of the BMC domain (Pfam 00936)  as well as their 

unique variations.  An abundance of structural information on the BMC domain can be found in 

the PDB, with more than 110 microcompartment shell proteins structurally characterized and 

deposited since 2005.  I provide an overview on the five BMC variations; BMC-H, Permuted BMC, 

BMC-T(+), Permuted BMC-T(+) and Permuted BMC-T(-).  I present variations in observed 

quaternary structures from flat hexamers, twisted or bent hexamers, six-fold screws with varying 

pitch and stacked disks with open and closed central pores and current hypotheses on their 

specialized roles in diffusion and transport.  Lastly, I present a growing list of miniaturized 

recombinant microcompartment shells, discussing their overall topology and roles in articulating 

broader assembly principles of bacterial microcompartments.  A version of this work has been 

accepted for publication in Current Opinions in Microbiology. 

In Chapter 4, I structurally characterize the numerous polymorphs of CutR, a permuted 

bacterial microcompartment shell protein from Streptococcus intermedius.  The permuted BMC 

domain has long since been a shell protein of interest, with previous work demonstrating this 

homolog was capable for forming traditional flat hexamers as well as twisted/bent versions.  In 

this work solved five structures: two traditional flat hexamers, two six-fold screws of varying pitch 

and one novel dimer.  The observed dimer possessed a domain swap however I believe this 

quaternary form to be a crystallographic artifact and not biologically relevant.  I also found that 
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CutR was capable of forming two distinct six-fold screws of varying pitch (41.9 Å and 33.8 Å).  

These screws retain key intermolecular interactions between monomers and give rise to the 

overall hexameric shape when looking down the six-fold axis of symmetry.   I found that the 

presence of an N-terminal His-6 purification tag does not preclude formation of a traditional flat 

hexamer.  I also compare these four CutR hexamers to previously published permuted BMC 

hexamers.  I describe their variation and deformation using a novel graphical approach to 

compare adjacent monomer, demonstrating the greatest degree of deformation is observed in the 

previously characterized EutS homolog.  This work adds to the growing library of permuted BMC 

structures and provides additional evidence that permuted BMCs are capable of forming non-

canonical quaternary suggesting the potential for specialized roles in dynamics, flexibility and 

overall MCP structure.  This work has been published as: 

Ochoa, J. M., Nguyen, V. N., Nie, M., Sawaya, M. R., Bobik, T. A., & Yeates, T. O. 

(2020). Symmetry breaking and structural polymorphism in a bacterial microcompartment shell 

protein for choline utilization. Protein Science, 29(11), 2201–2212. 

In Chapter 5, I present a novel online tool, MCDPdb: The Bacterial Microcompartment 

Database (https://mcpdb.mbi.ucla.edu/).  To date, there has been no centralized resource that 

quickly and efficiently provides members with a rapid way of understanding function, structure 

and diversity of the more than 150 microcompartment-associated structures in the PDB.  I briefly 

present the canonical topological variations of BMC and BMV (bacterial microcompartment 

vertex) proteins and describe the broad categories of MCP and encapsulin-related structures in 

the PDB including; BMC-H, Permuted BMC, BMC-T, large assemblies, enzymes, encpasulins 

and other.  I collected relevant data from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) UniProt and linked data 

using the PDB ID as a primary key.  I also provide expertly curated annotations for each of the 

163 entries by combining data from the PDB and UniProt to describe the MCP Type from which 

the structure derives, the MCP Classification, the Protein Type and Topology and Observed 
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Assembly Form.  Further, I generated a set of figure-ready images, PyMOL sessions and an in-

browser 3D-viewer, providing users with a seamless and effortless way to learn about an engage 

with the numerous structures in this database.  This work provides novices and experts alike with 

a novel and efficient way of learning about and engaging with structural data about MCPs.  More 

importantly, it provides expertly-curated information about their relevant biological assemblies.  

This work has been published as: 

Ochoa, J. M., Bair, K., Holton, T., Bobik, T. A., & Yeates, T. O. (2021). MCPdb: The 

bacterial microcompartment database. PLOS ONE, 16(3), e0248269.  

In Chapter 6, I structurally characterize six hexameric shell proteins derived from four 

BMC proteins from two types of choline utilization bacterial microcompartments.  Despite the vast 

amounts of structural data available for BMC shell proteins, there is a limited amount of 

information on hexameric shell proteins derived from choline utilization (Cut) MCPs.  Thus, I 

sought to structurally characterize one homolog from the type I Cut MCP, CutN (from 

Streptococcus intermedius) and three paralogs from the type II Cut MCP; CmcA, CmcB and 

CmcC (from Escherichia coli 536).  Because their choline substrate is charged, I also sought to 

describe the differences in surface electrostatics.  To this end, I structurally characterized point 

mutants and used the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzman Solver plugin in PyMOL to calculate the surface 

electrostatic potentials of all six structures.  I solved the structures to 1.7 – 3.0 Å resolution and 

found that the monomers of all four homologs have an RMSD of less than 0.42 Å.  Furthermore, 

I found that all homologs possess a positively charged central pore on their flat faces, while there 

is variability in overall charge distribution between the dimpled faces of the four homologs.  Thus, 

this work provides foundational data that can be used in future work in order to assess and 

characterize the recruitment of the choline substrate to Cut MCPs.  A version of this work has 

been submitted for publication as:  
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 Ochoa JM, Mijares O, Acosta AA, Escoto X, Leon-Rivera N, Marshall JD, Sawaya MR and 

Yeates TO.  Structural characterization of hexameric shell proteins from two types of choline 

utilization bacterial microcompartments.  Acta Crystallographica Section F. 

 In Chapter 7, I describe recent work in which we seek to characterize the overall topology 

of endogenous 1,2-propanediol (Pdu) microcompartments.  In this ongoing work I describe 

optimized facile methods for the robust expression and purification of Pdu MCPs.  Consistent, 

structurally-sound, high-yield preps have enabled novel areas for probing the Pdu 

microcompartment.  I describe current efforts to characterize the native orientation of BMC shell 

proteins in the context of native MCPs by utilizing endogenous metabolic machinery to 

overproduce propionaldehyde, a highly-reactive reaction intermediate, and tandem mass 

spectrometry to investigate differences in lysine modifications between internal lumen-facing 

lysines versus external cytosol-oriented lysines.  I also present current work in optimization and 

data processing as I seek to define the overall geometries of the Pdu MCP and work towards 

using existing structural data and cryo-electron tomography to define and characterize individual 

BMC shell proteins within the context of a full MCP shell.     

It is important to note that here and throughout this dissertation, MCP refers to the full 

microcompartment while BMC refers specifically to the shell proteins, which possess the BMC 

domain and whose quaternary structures are hexameric (or pseudohexmaric in the case of 

tandem-BMC domain shell proteins).    
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High-symmetry protein assemblies: patterns and
emerging applications
Kevin A Cannon1,2,4, Jessica M Ochoa1,3,4 and
Todd O Yeates1,2,3

The accelerated elucidation of three-dimensional structures of

protein complexes, both natural and designed, is providing new

examples of large supramolecular assemblies with intriguing

shapes. Those with high symmetry – based on the geometries

of the Platonic solids – are particularly notable as their innately

closed forms create interior spaces with varying degrees of

enclosure. We survey known protein assemblies of this type

and discuss their geometric features. The results bear on

issues of protein function and evolution, while also guiding

novel bioengineering applications. Recent successes using

high-symmetry protein assemblies for applications in interior

encapsulation and exterior display are highlighted.
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Introduction
Nearly half of all known natural proteins form homo-
oligomeric complexes through the assembly of multiple
copies of the same (or homologous) subunits [1–3]. Such
structures have evolved for diverse purposes, ranging
from cooperative binding behavior (as exemplified by
hemoglobin) to architectural function (as exemplified
by microtubules and other large cellular structures).
Yet specific assembly advantages are known for only a
fraction of the vast number of homo-oligomeric protein
and enzyme structures seen in nature. The reasons for
protein oligomerization have been discussed as far back as
Monod [4], and carefully surveyed by Goodsell [5]. The
wide-ranging advantages that have been offered as expla-
nations – enhanced stability, functional regulation, and

mitigation of cellular crowding, to name a few – suggest
the possibility of multifunctional advantages. Another
perspective is that the diversity of explanations for homo-
meric assemblies belies an incomplete understanding of
the phenomenon, suggesting that continued investiga-
tions of trends and outlying cases might be informative.

A nearly universal observation is that the subunits in homo-
oligomeric assemblies are arranged in symmetric ways.
Compared to the more open question of why so many
proteins form homo-oligomers in the first place, the expla-
nation of symmetry is clearer [5]. Symmetric arrangements
require the fewest distinct kinds of interfaces between
equivalent subunits. This makes symmetric arrangements
more likely to occur through natural evolutionary events, as
articulated by Crick and Watson in their prescient 1956 pre-
diction that viral capsids would assemble according to cubic
symmetries [6]. The idea of minimum contact types has
also guided developments in the area of designing highly
symmetric protein assemblies.

Within the natural hierarchy of symmetry types in three
dimensions, from cyclic to dihedral to cubic, the latter
category offers special features for investigation and
exploitation. By their nature, cubic symmetries take
the forms of the Platonic solids. As a consequence, such
structures are closed, like a cage or shell, with defined
interiors. As limiting cases or outliers on the symmetry
spectrum, cubic protein assemblies offer intriguing case
studies. As with other symmetric homo-oligomeric assem-
blies, the functional purpose for cubic symmetry is clear
in some cases (i.e. viral capsids) and less clear in others. In
addition to their potential biological implications, cubic
assemblies offer unique advantages in bioengineering
applications. Recent studies have begun to explore a
range of novel uses, including interior encapsulation
and exterior multivalent display. Below we survey the
known cubic protein assemblies, both natural and
designed, as interesting cases for biological insight and
as starting points for diverse applications in medicine,
biomaterials, and synthetic biology.

High-symmetry assemblies in the PDB
Known cubic structures
The Protein Data Bank (PDB) provides a rich source of
information about oligomeric protein structures. How-
ever, discerning whether observed subunit arrangements
in crystals represent biologically relevant assembly states
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remains a long-standing and challenging problem [7–10].
A recent computational analysis by Dey et al. (available
online at www.qsbio.org as the QSbio database) provides
arguably the most robust assignments to date, with an
estimated error rate of 15% for predicting true biological
assembly forms [11]. The occurrence of cubic assemblies
among natural proteins is rare enough that manual cura-
tion of the literature is feasible. Thus, we were able to
augment computational inferences in the QSbio database,
which are based largely on geometric analysis of inter-
faces and their preservation across structures of homolo-
gous proteins. Literature analyses showed the confidence
assignments from QSbio to be generally conservative;
several prospective cubic assemblies bearing ‘low’ or
‘very low’ confidence ratings could be validated by solu-
tion data. Excluding viral capsids, and counting only
structurally unique representatives, the set of cubic pro-
tein assemblies – tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral
– includes 46 unique natural protein assemblies, twelve
designed protein cages, and five other assemblies we
designate as ‘semi-synthetic’ (see Supplemental
Materials).

The known cubic assemblies span a wide range of sizes
with distinct geometric properties, which may be relevant
for function and critically important for prospective engi-
neering applications. For each structure, Figure 1 shows
the size of the interior cavity as well as the size of the
largest opening or ‘window’ from the exterior. The former
quantity bears on encapsulation capacity while the latter
relates to porosity and access to the interior by other
molecules. Suitable ranges for these parameters will vary
depending on the application. Applications related to
molecular containment and delivery will benefit from
large cavity size and small window size. This has been
articulated in recent studies (discussed below), where the
goal was to encapsulate large nucleic acid molecules
without permitting access to nucleases of varying sizes
[12!,13!!].

Connections to function and evolution
Relatively rare cases where high-symmetry assemblies
have arisen in nature prompt questions about function. In
many instances, a closed shape is clearly necessary for a
protein’s native function. Viruses require a capsid to
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Geometric properties of known cubic and icosahedral protein assemblies. (a) Abundance of symmetry types T (tetrahedral), O (octahedral), and I
(icosahedral) among natural structures (magenta) and designed structures (green) in the PDB. Natural assemblies whose coinfidence scores
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See Table S1 for additional details.
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protect their encapsulated genetic material; ferritins form
a shell to store iron; chaperonins encapsulate misfolded
proteins to promote re-folding; and so on. However,
numerous proteins form closed, highly symmetric struc-
tures without any obvious functional explanation [14,15].
It has been suggested that protein cage formation could
have evolved in some enzymes to protect them against
environmental stressors [16–18], such as in the case of
ornithine carbamoyltransferase in thermophilic bacteria
(PDB: 1A1S). There, the catalytically competent homo-
trimeric unit seen in other species assembles further into
a 12-mer tetrahedron (i.e. a tetramer of trimers), with the
increased subunit interactions presumed to contribute to
stability [19]. A somewhat similar argument has been
presented for the 2-hydroxypentadienoic acid hydratase
enzyme from Escherichia coli (PDB: 2WQT). Its formation
of a tightly packed 60-mer icosahedral cage from twelve
copies of a pentameric subunit seems to be restricted to
extreme conditions (e.g. low pH and high phosphate
buffer concentrations). Most proteins of the same family
carry out their function as simple C5 pentamers, and it
remains unclear what environmental conditions in the
cell, if any, might trigger cage formation in a biological
setting [15].

Some cubic assemblies exploit geometric advantages that
arise from spatial clustering of enzymatic active sites.
This can improve the flux through pathways that involve
multiple sequentially acting enzymes. The pyruvate
dehydrogenase complex (PDC) is a well-studied case
of a multi-enzyme system built around a highly symmet-
ric core. Early work by Izard et al. demonstrated that the
porous cage-like structure of the complex can take the
form of either a 24-mer cube (PDB: 1DPB) or a 60-mer
dodecahedron (PDB: 1B5S) depending on the species of
origin [20]. Long, flexible poly-peptide tails on the exte-
rior of the assembly recruit the other enzymes of the
complex to perform their functions. The pyruvate sub-
strate is shuttled via a ping-pong mechanism from one
exterior enzyme to the octahedral or icosahedral core’s
active site and then back out to the third enzyme in the
sequence to complete its conversion to acetyl-CoA
[21,22]. A recent 3.1 Å structure obtained by cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) demonstrates the first high-reso-
lution structure of a mammalian PDC dodecahedral core
and provides new insights into its properties in solution
[23].

The integrity of cubic assemblies requires multiple dis-
tinct types of interactions between subunits, which natu-
rally suggests evolutionary routes from simpler assembly
forms. Previous studies have detailed likely pathways for
the evolution of higher-order symmetric structures, with
lower symmetry forms of the protein assemblies pre-
sumed to represent evolutionary intermediates [24].
Understanding how simpler symmetries can combine
together to generate higher symmetry cubic structures

has also provided a foundation for recent developments in
designing novel protein cages and other geometrically
ordered materials.

Designed assemblies
Highly symmetric natural protein assemblies have moti-
vated design efforts in the creation of novel structures.
Symmetry-based design principles and the earliest
designed protein cage were described by Padilla et al.
[25]. There, a tetrahedral cage was formed by the genetic
fusion of simple oligomeric protein components (i.e.
dimers and trimers) by continuous alpha helical linkers.
Tetrahedral and octahedral designs were later demon-
strated using this approach [26–28]. Larger collections of
symmetric cages, generally less porous and more rigid
than those created by the fusion approach, were created
by King, Bale, Baker et al., based on computational amino
acid sequence design of new interfaces between oligo-
meric components [29–31,32!!]. As described below,
some of the cages generated by interface design are
finding utility in novel applications.

Designing novel protein assemblies remains challeng-
ing, as engineered proteins often present difficulties in
protein folding, expression, and proper assembly. To
date, twelve designed cages have been validated in
atomic detail by X-ray crystallography and have been
deposited in the PDB. These include seven tetrahedral
structures, two octahedral structures, and three icosa-
hedral structures. The geometries of these successful
designs are described in Figure 1. Seven additional
icosahedral assemblies based on interface design have
been shown to form symmetric particles by electron
microscopy [31,32!!]. Two additional cages – one tetra-
hedral and one octahedral – have been designed by
more flexible fusions between a trimeric protein and
various coiled coil segments. The designs were con-
firmed at the level of low resolution EM [33–35].
Designs in these latter groups are presumed to repre-
sent successful designs but have not been validated in
atomic detail.

Different design strategies have led to geometric protein
structures of somewhat less regular forms, including some
that are smaller [36,37] and some that are larger [38] than
the highly symmetric ones discussed here. Moreover,
introducing metal-binding sites into simpler oligomeric
building blocks has also fortuitously led to cage-like
structures in other design studies [39].

Augmenting the designed novel structures above, a few
recent studies have re-engineered proteins already known
to form cages or shells, in order to create intriguing
alternative assembly forms. We refer to these structures
as ‘semi-synthetic’ (Figure 2c). In these studies, exploring
sequence mutations or variations in subunit composition
have led to novel structures whose detailed forms, which
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could not be divined in advance, were illuminated by X-
ray crystallography and cryo-EM. Jorda et al. fortuitously
obtained a T = 1 60-mer icosahedral cage from a circular
permutation of a bacterial microcompartment (BMC)
shell protein [40!]. Sutter et al. demonstrated a larger
T = 9 icosahedral shell built from a subset of BMC shell
proteins present in a native bacterial microcompartment
[41!]. In another remarkable set of structures, Sasaki et al.
have shown the scalability of lumazine synthase assem-
blies, demonstrating that by adding negatively charged
residues to the interior of the icosahedral cage, they could
generate expanded cage forms of either 180 or 360 sub-
units [42!].

The growing suite of natural, designed, and semi-syn-
thetic protein assemblies is providing new opportunities
for diverse applications.

Recent applications and future directions
Protein cages or capsids have been explored for numerous
applications. Viral capsids have been widely exploited in
prior work, and a few non-viral proteins, including ferritin
[43] and the thermophilic heat shock protein Hsp have
been similarly investigated [44–47]. Those systems have
been widely reviewed [48,49], including recently by
Zhang et al. [50]. Among large but non-cubic assemblies,
eukaryotic vaults [51,52] and chaperonins have also been
explored [53,54]. Here we focus on some of the most
recent studies and highlight a few newly emerging pro-
tein systems.

Interior encapsulation
The closed nature of cubic assemblies leads naturally to
prospective applications in containment and delivery.
Ferritin, a ubiquitous and well-characterized natural octa-
hedral protein assembly (PDB: 3BVE, Figure 2), has
unique physical and chemical properties that have made
it a work-horse in previous applications in drug delivery,
vaccine development, bioassays, and molecular imaging
(reviewed by López-Sagaseta et al. and He and Marles-
Wright) [55,56]. The rigid ferritin cage encloses an 8-nm
interior cavity, is capable of reversibly disassembling
under acidic conditions, and is biocompatible. Prior stud-
ies have shown ferritin’s capacity to encapsulate and
deliver anti-tumor drugs [57–60]. Recent studies have
demonstrated ferritin’s ability to encapsulate doxorubicin
and cross the blood–brain barrier [61], and new work by
Fan et al. showed that ferritin could selectively target
glioma cells and release its drug payload to kill tumor cells
in vivo [62!].

Additional cases of non-viral protein cages provide new
prospective applications, with each system offering spe-
cific advantages in terms of geometry, amenability to
mutagenesis and heterologous expression, and chemical
and physical stability (as explored recently by Heinze
et al. [63]). Taking a designed icosahedral cage as a
starting point, Butterfield et al. showed that mutated
versions of this cage (modified by introduction of an
interior positive charge or RNA binding motifs) could
encapsulate RNA molecules encoding the capsid shell
proteins, mimicking the way a virus contains its genome
within its own capsid [13!!]. Subsequent rounds of opti-
mization were employed, with roughly 9% of the cages
successfully encapsulating mRNA. The interior RNA
binding was non-sequence specific, but packaging was
strongly correlated with expression levels such that 74%
of encapsulated RNA was found to encode the capsid.
Capsids were stable in blood for up to six hours.

Recent studies have similarly exploited the lumazine
synthase system as a framework for evolving a nucleo-
capsid [64]. Mutants bearing a designed RNA-binding
peptide tag fused to the lumenal side of the capsid
achieved comparable levels of mRNA encapsulation,

80 Macromolecular assemblies
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Representative structures of cubic assemblies from various categories
highlighting the diversity in symmetry, shape, size, and porosity. (a)
Naturally evolved structures (left to right): PDB: 1A1S, ornithine
carbamoyltransferase; PDB: 3BVE — Helicobacter pylori ferritin; PDB:
1B5S — dihydrolipoyl transacetylase. (b) Designed assemblies (left to
right): PDB: 4QES — Designed tetrahedral cage, 3 + 2 symmetry type;
PDB: 3VCD — Designed octahedral cage, threefold plus twofold
interface symmetry type; PDB: 5IM4 — two-component icosahedral
cage, 5 + 2 symmetry type. (c) Semi-synthetic structures obtained as
variations on natural cages or shells (left to right): PDB: 5V74 —
Icosahedral shell formed by a subset of bacterial microcompartment
proteins from Haliangium ochraceumi; PDB: 5MQ3 — Expanded
icosahedral cage based on lumazine synthetase; and PDB: 5HPN —
Icosahedral cage from circularly permuted bacterial
microcompartment protein PduA.
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with !10% of capsids containing the full-length cage
genome [65""]. In another case, Azuma et al. were able
to engineer a distinct icosahedral lumazine synthase
variant in order to encapsulate smaller mRNA sequences
(up to 300 nucleotides) with tunable size-selectivity by
using different lengths of poly-arginine tags on the
lumenal surface of the cage [66]. Controlling the length
of encapsulated nucleic acids provides an element of
partial selectivity. In another study, a smaller (octahedral)
designed cage was mutated to encapsulate short nucleic
acid segments (approximately 21 nucleotides), again by
the addition of an interior positive charge [12"]. Because
of the large 35 Å windows into this cage, small guest
nucleic acids could be added after protein purification
in order to incorporate specific RNA molecules. However,
these openings were large enough for nucleases, such as
RNase A, to also gain access. The cages were taken up by
mammalian cells via endocytosis, and cargo RNA was
released inside the cytoplasm upon competitive binding
of native tRNA to the cage. Loading the cages with
siRNA led to successful gene knockdown of GFP and
showed low levels of cytotoxicity. These novel cage
systems are opening new avenues in drug delivery appli-
cations, with concomitant challenges related to nucleic
acid sequence specificity, immunogenicity, and suscepti-
bility to cellular nucleases and proteases.

Exterior display
The high copy number of cubic assemblies offers prospects
for polyvalent external attachments for varied purposes
(Figure 3). Viral capsids, ferritin, and other diverse assem-
blies have been popular choices in pioneering efforts to
functionalize the outer surfaces of protein cages, including
for vaccine design and therapeutic and biomaterials appli-
cations [43,67–72]. New work by Dostalova et al. showed
that decorating the surface of Dox-loaded apoferritin cages

with mouse antibodies that target a prostate-specific mem-
brane antigen leads to more reliably targeted payload
release and lower off-target toxicity [73].

Protein cages of the designed variety have also started to
find applications for exterior display. Votteler et al. adapted
designed icosahedra to form extracellular vesicles in vivo
via genetic fusion of a membrane-binding peptide motif on
the cage’s exterior. These cages were able to achieve
cellular escape by recruiting endosomal sorting complexes
required for transport (ESCRT) machinery, thus demon-
strating a viable technology for the transfer of molecular
cargo from one cell to another [74""].

Inspired by complexes that bring the active sites of
sequentially-acting enzymes into spatial proximity to
improve pathway flux [75], a recent study has demon-
strated the use of a designed cage as a scaffold for the
multi-copy display of enzymes that break down plant-
derived cellulosic material to glucose. Attaching an endo-
cellulase and an exocellulase to the exterior of a designed
cage increased enzymatic activity by more than five-fold
compared to free enzymes in solution (McConnell, Can-
non et al., unpublished). The power of high valency was
also emphasized in a different kind of application in a
recent study by Phippen et al., in which genetically fusing
antifreeze protein motifs to the exposed C-terminus of a
designed cage resulted in a greater than 50-fold increase
in the freezing point depression of water compared to free
protein [76"].

A recent work has also demonstrated the powerful utility
of cubic protein cages as rigid scaffolding for imaging
small proteins by cryo-electron microscopy. Despite a
recent technological boom in the cryo-EM field, it has
been impossible to gain atomic-level structural detail
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Current and future applications for symmetric cubic assemblies. Shells or cages with large interiors allow for encapsulation of other proteins,
nucleic acids, metals, fluorophores, and drug molecules. The multivalent nature of cubic assemblies enables exterior high-copy display of
antigens, cell-targeting molecule, bioactive motifs, and small proteins for cryo-EM imaging.
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from proteins that are smaller than !50 kDa, due to a low
signal-to-noise ratio in this size regime. Designed
Ankyrin Repeat Proteins (DARPins) can be obtained
by in vitro selection methods to bind wide-ranging target
proteins with high affinity. Exploiting their modularity,
Liu et al. used DARPins as an adaptor component to
overcome the cryo-EM size barrier by rigidly fusing
DARPins to a tetrahedral cage. By design, the 13-nm
particle symmetrically displays twelve copies of the target
cargo protein bound to DARPins on the cage’s exterior.
An 18 kDa DARPin itself, not bound to a target, could be
visualized by single particle cryo-EM at 3.5 Å–5 Å resolu-
tion [77""], and the structure of the first bound cargo
protein, super-folder GFP (27 kDa), has now been
imaged at a resolution of 3.8 Å by single particle cryo-
EM (Liu [78]).

Future directions
Future studies will benefit from further examples of
highly symmetric protein assemblies and their applica-
tions for novel purposes. Broader choices for protein
frameworks will enable more-tailored design features to
be realized. Relevant properties include: overall shape,
interior accessibility, charge distribution, and positioning
of chain termini for applications involving genetic fusion
to other components. New strategies for selecting cages
with favorable properties, such as robust assembly, from
large libraries of mutants will be important for improving
the pipeline for new designs. A recent foray by Orner
et al. showed how successful cage formation could be
connected to a fluorescent readout [79]. In newly pub-
lished work, Marcandalli et al. used a designed protein
cage to present a stabilized viral protein from respiratory
syncytial virus (RSV) with favorable immunogenic prop-
erties [80]. Systematic analysis of successes and failures
will enable more complex designs including active sys-
tems where specific phenomena (e.g. release) are trig-
gered by particular cellular events or interactions, and
where multiple signals can be integrated into systems that
exhibit complex digital logic for modern synthetic biology
applications.
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Abstract 

Bacterial microcompartments are organelle-like structures that enhance a variety of 

metabolic functions in diverse bacteria. Composed entirely of proteins, thousands of homologous 

hexameric shell proteins tesselate to form facets while pentameric proteins form the vertices of a 

polyhedral shell that encapsulates various enzymes, substrates and cofactors. Recent structural 

data have highlighted nuanced variations in the sequence and topology of microcompartment 

shell proteins, emphasizing how variation and specialization enable the construction of complex 

molecular machines. Recent studies engineering synthetic miniaturized microcompartment shells 

provide additional frameworks for dissecting principals of microcompartment structure and 

assembly. This review updates our current understanding of bacterial microcompartment shell 

proteins, providing new insights and highlighting outstanding questions.  

Introduction 

Bacterial Microcompartments (MCPs or alternatively BMCs) are a class of supramolecular 

structures found in approximately 20% of bacteria. Ranging in size from roughly 100 - 400 nm in 

diameter, MCPs encapsulate and optimize a myriad of metabolic pathways by concentrating 

together enzymes and substrates to accelerate catalysis and to prevent the escape of toxic or 

volatile intermediates [1– 3]. Unlike membrane-bound eukaryotic organelles, MCPs are 

composed entirely of proteins. So-called BMC proteins (based on Pfam PF00936) form hexameric 

building blocks shaped like hexagonal disks (Figure 2.1). These tessellate side by side to form 

flat extended facets [4–8] with lateral associations driven by highly conserved perimeter residues 
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[7,9–11]. In addition, and distinct from BMC proteins, pentameric BMV proteins (Pfam PF03319) 

form the vertices of the polyhedral shell, which is in some cases roughly icosahedral (Figure 1) 

[12–14]. The heterogenous shells of MCPs are formed from two to seven BMC paralogs that are 

often expressed within a single operon [1–3]. Narrow pores located at the center of BMC proteins, 

ranging from 5 - 10 Å in diameter, provide channels for the diffusion of specific substrates and 

cofactors. The external protein shell remains the hallmark of all MCPs.  

Despite their structural similarity, MCPs are functionally diverse, carrying out various multi-

step metabolic reactions in different bacteria. MCPs can be broadly classified into two major 

categories: carboxysomes and metabolosomes. The founding MCP type, carboxysomes, utilize 

bicarbonate (HCO3) and ribulose- 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO) in order 

to enhance CO2 fixation [15–17]. By contrast, metabolosomes metabolize a variety of substrates. 

Two types of B12-dependent metabolosomes have been extensively studied and shown to 

degrade 1,2-propanediol (Pdu MCP) and ethanolamine (EuT MCP) [1,3,16]. Another recently 

discovered class of MCPs, glycyl radical enzyme metabolosomes (GRMs), perform glycyl radical 

chemistry using distinct signature enzymes that define an assortment of subclasses, GRMs 1-5 

[18–22]. Some GRMs metabolize choline (Cut MCPs, Type I and Type II), some consume 1,2-

propanediol in a B12-independent manner (Grp MCP) and others process fucose and rhamnose 

[18,23–26]. Additionally, recent discoveries have begun to characterize MCPs that use S-1-

amino-2-propanol-kinase to process aminoacetone (AAUMs or formerly RMMs), MCPs that 

degrade ethanol (Etu MCPs) and a new class of MCPs that are predicted to degrade xanthine 

[20,21,27–29].  

This review focuses on current structural data, highlighting and updating our 

understanding of the roles of bacterial microcompartment shell proteins. We draw attention to the 

unusual variations in sequence and topology in BMC shell proteins and emphasize structural 

polymorphisms in certain subsets, which are likely to relate to functional specialization. Finally, 
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we investigate the implications of recently characterized mini MCP shells, addressing strengths 

in identifying MCP assembly principals and overall shell topology.  

Sequence and topological variations and their implications  

To date, the structures of some 110 MCP shell proteins have been deposited in the protein 

data bank (PDB) [30]. A specialized database focusing on MCPs has recently been established 

to facilitate the analysis and study of their structures [31]. Here we update the tertiary structure 

variations discovered so far.  

Though structurally similar, BMC shell proteins exhibit topological differences of various 

types (Figure 2a). The canonical BMC protein is comprised of a roughly 100 amino acid domain 

(Pf00936), and is referred to as BMC-H for its hexameric assembly (Figure 2.2b). The hexagonal 

disks formed by BMC proteins have distinctly shaped top and bottom faces, with one relatively 

flat face and the other bearing a central depression that creates a concave surface. Looking down 

the flat face and following the sequence from the N to C-terminus, the secondary structure 

elements of BMC-H proteins are arranged in a roughly clockwise fashion (Figure 2.2b). A unique 

subset of hexameric BMC domain-containing shell proteins, Permuted BMCs, have been 

discovered to have cyclically permuted sequences and structures. While they possess a similar 

overall tertiary structure, the circular permutation results in differently poised N and C-termini 

relative to their BMC-H counterparts [32–34]. In cases that have been structurally characterized 

(including Permuted BMCs from Eut, Pdu and Cut MCP types), a novel extension at the N-

terminus forms a right-handed 6-stranded beta-barrel (with one strand from each subunit) 

protruding from the otherwise flat face (Figure 2.2b). Another unique variation of BMC shell 

proteins has arisen from gene-duplication events, thereby producing tandem domain structures. 

So- called BMC-T proteins, comprising two BMC domains, oligomerize to form trimeric 

pseudohexamers (Figure 2b) whose overall architectures closely resemble a canonical hexameric 

BMC disk [8,35–37].  
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Three-dimensional all-against-all comparisons between the known BMC structures reveal 

further types of variation, particularly among the BMC-T proteins (Figure 2.2). These relate to 

surprising differences in the way the sequential tandem domains are arranged, and whether the 

individual domains are permuted. Remarkably, different BMC-T proteins present sequentially 

connected BMC domains arranged in either a clockwise or counterclockwise fashion in the 

context of the trimeric (pseudohexameric) disk. These varied forms can be accommodated with 

a more finely articulated naming convention; BMC-T(+), Permuted BMC-T(+) and Permuted BMC-

T(-). Here the superscript conveys the clockwise (+) or counterclockwise (-) ordering of domains 

when viewed from the flat face (Figure 2b). Interestingly, examples of the BMC-T(+) type include 

cases where the central pore presents three symmetry-related cysteine residues (one from each 

protein chain) for coordinating an 4Fe-4S cluster [38–40]. A general theme is that the evolution of 

trimeric BMC assemblies appears to have allowed for greater versatility at the pore because of 

lower symmetry. Indeed, examples of both Permuted BMC-T(+) and Permuted BMC- T(-) proteins 

have been shown to form trimers in which the central pore can apparently convert between open 

and closed forms, with important implications for the transport of larger substrates or cofactors 

[33,36,37,41–45].  

The central pores of BMC shell proteins provide routes for the diffusion of molecules across the 

MCP shell. Mutagenesis experiments suggest that the narrow pores in BMC-H hexamers are the 

primary routes of substrate influx [46–48]. Different MCP types operate on and thus transport 

different substrates, suggesting that sequence and structural variations in the pores of BMC 

proteins are likely important for diverse metabolic functions. Electrostatic properties of BMC pores 

have been analyzed, with particular implications for their roles in MCPs with charged substrates 

(e.g. the carboxysome [bicarbonate], Eut [ethanolamine], and Aaum [aminoacetone]) 

[4,5,14,42,42]. Several recent molecular dynamics (MD) and flux modeling studies have begun to 

examine the atomic details and mathematical aspects of pore transport. Important questions 
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concern the degree to which pores in BMC-H proteins are selective for their cognate metabolic 

substrate. Optimal metabolic function would presumably occur with a combination of facile 

substrate influx and restricted metabolic intermediate efflux. MD studies on the PduA (BMC-H) 

protein suggested a modest level of selection in this regard, with a preference for its propanediol 

substrate that is 3 to 10 times greater than its propionaldehyde intermediate [49]. Similar MD 

studies on carboxysome shell proteins have also reported a range of selectivity for its substrate, 

with values in one case as high as 1000 times greater than its corresponding intermediate [47]. 

Interestingly, transport and metabolic flux modeling on both the carboxysome and the Pdu MCP 

have emphasized that high selectivity might not be critical for function if internal consumption of 

the intermediate is sufficiently rapid [50,51]. Nonetheless, the pores of BMC-H proteins present 

useful targets for modulating MCP function, including by mutagenesis to occlude pores or to insert 

non-native 4Fe-4S clusters [40,46]. Additional structural studies on more remote BMC homologs 

could shed further light on transport mechanisms. Based on sequence alignment, several BMC 

shell proteins from a recently-proposed xanthine MCP [29] appear to have three to four residue 

insertions near the loop region, opening the possibility for identifying novel pore features and 

functionalities.  

BMC-T proteins present additional puzzles for transport. As noted above, in some cases they 

have been found to harbor larger open pores. The potential presence of larger pores in the shell 

presents a dilemma, as retaining key metabolic intermediates is essential for proper MCP 

function. Different ideas have been put forward on the subject. In some cases it appears that the 

large BMC-T pores are regulated and could be occluded by allosteric binding events, e.g. by 

substrates when the MCP is active [39,41,42,52]. As described below, alternative mechanisms of 

opening and closing have been proposed in other cases [33,36,37,41–44,52].  
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Structural polymorphisms  

MCP shell proteins display a surprising degree of flexibility (Figure 2.3). This is particularly true of 

Permuted BMC proteins. An early study found that the EutS shell protein crystallized in two forms: 

1) a canonical flat disk and 2) a hexamer with a twisting or bending deformation down the two-

fold axis of symmetry (Fig. 2.3a) [33]. Recent structural characterization of another Permuted 

BMC homolog, CutR from a Choline Utilization Type II MCP, showed other forms of flexibility 

including the formation of flat disks and screw-type helical assemblies of varying pitch (Figure3a) 

[34]. In another instance, a synthetic Permuted BMC – a version of PduA (BMC-H) that was 

engineered to introduce an artificial circular permutation – rearranged to form a cyclic 

homopentamer, despite retaining the BMC fold (Figure 3a) [53]. Interestingly, such structural 

polymorphism does not appear unique to Permuted BMCs. BMV shell proteins are understood to 

serve as the pentameric component required for (Gaussian) shell curvature and closure 

[12,13,54], yet the EutN protein (from the BMV family, PF03319) was found in two separate 

crystallographic experiments to be capable of forming cyclic homohexamers (PDB ID 2HD3 and 

2Z9H) [55].   

BMC-Ts also appear capable of alternative quaternary conformations (Figure 2.3b). 

Specifically, all structurally characterized members of the Permuted BMC-T(+) subset have been 

observed to assemble as stacked disks (a dimer of trimers), creating a large central cavity 

accessible by pores on opposite ends [37,42–45]. While their biological relevance has yet to be 

confirmed, their recurrence in multiple studies suggests their potential importance. Stacked disks 

are observed in crystal structures of recombinantly expressed and purified Permuted BMC-T(+) 

type proteins from alpha-carboxysomes (CsoS1D), beta-carboxysomes (CcmP), aminoacetone 

utilization MCPs and other MCPs of unknown function [37,42,43,52]. Double disks have also been 

observed by crystallography and cryo-EM in recombinantly purified mini MCP shells [44,56], 

further described below. One intriguing hypothesis is that they could serve as a gated airlock 
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system for transport [37]. Variability in the open and closed states of the pores of stacked disks 

have been noted in numerous studies. Some stacked disks have two open pores (PDB ID 4HT7), 

some have one open and one closed pore (PDB ID 3F56, 3FCH, 4HT5, 5LSR and 5V75) and 

some have two closed pores (PDB ID 3NWG, 5L39, 5LT5, 5V76 and 5SUH) [37,42– 45]. The 

presence of stacked disks with two open pores would counter an airlock mechanism, but 

crystallographic observations call for cautious interpretation on this issue, owing both to conditions 

of the crystalline state and challenges in adequately capturing important dynamic behavior.  

Large recombinant assembly forms  

Attempts to assemble larger protein species, including work to mix different shell proteins, 

date to the first BMC protein structural studies [4]. Subsequent efforts to develop experimental 

procedures and suitable combinations of shell proteins have led to remarkable successes in 

purifying and characterizing what can be described as miniaturized synthetic shells (Figure 4a). 

Several examples have been obtained, built from either a single component or multiple shell 

components and ranging in size from 130 Å to 400 Å in diameter [19,44,53,56,57]. These 

miniaturized synthetic MCP shells have helped to support and more finely articulate assembly 

principles that were formulated from studies on individual shell components. Of particular note, 

these synthetic miniaturized MCPs have confirmed the roles of BMV proteins as polyhedral 

vertices and the role of lateral associations between hexameric units through conserved 

interactions at their perimeters.  

These miniaturized structures have also led to surprises. The first observed mini shell was 

obtained serendipitously from an engineering experiment wherein a synthetically permuted 

version of an otherwise ordinary BMC-H protein, PduA, formed a 130 Å dodecahedron from 

twelve cyclic homopentamers [53]. More deliberate assembly studies based on mixtures of 

various BMC and BMV proteins have produced a range of structures. A 6.5 MDa mini shell was 

constructed from one BMC-H, one BMV and three BMC- T proteins from an MCP of unknown 
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function. This 400 Å diameter, icosahedral shell (triangulation number T=9) highlighted the 

dynamic ability of different BMC-domain containing proteins to occupy different positions in the 

icosahedral shell [44,56]. Studies on constructing mini shells from beta- carboxysome shell 

proteins resulted in a variety of structures including 210 Å T=3, 245 Å T=4 and a 310 Å prolate 

T=4, Q=6 icosahedral mini shells. A broad diversity in shape, size and morphology was observed 

despite using only one BMC-H and one BMV protein [57]. The most recent study led to the 

structural characterization of a 250 Å T=4 shell constructed from GRM2 proteins. This work 

utilized three BMC-Hs, one BMV and numerous enzymatic proteins in varying combinations. In 

addition to the T=4 shell that was characterized in detail, this work revealed diversity in shape and 

size [19]. While they were not necessary for the formation of closed structures, different enzymes 

appeared to be hierarchically involved in the formation of larger particles, though their structures 

could not be resolved by cryo-EM [19].  

The experimental studies on miniaturized shells have emphasized the importance of 

identifying a suitable composition of BMC (and BMV) paralogs for assembly. In some cases, the 

resolution of the structural studies has not fully distinguished the identities of similar paralogs in 

shells that contain complex mixtures of BMC proteins [19,44,56]. Thus, some uncertainties remain 

in modeling the key atomic interactions between components; models where distinctions between 

multiple BMC paralogs are ambiguous exhibit surface complementarity between BMC and BMV 

components with values that are somewhat lower than seen in well-resolved BMC-BMC interfaces 

(for example, 0.4 vs 0.6 or higher).  

An important and unexpected observation from the structures of miniaturized synthetic 

MCPs concerns the orientation of the protein layer forming the shell. To date, all the cases on 

characterized mini shells show that BMC proteins are oriented with their concave faces oriented 

outward towards the cytosol. Early structural studies on BMC and BMV proteins offered both 

orientations (concave in or concave out) as possibilities [12], but biochemical and mutational 
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studies provided evidence to suggest that concave faces interact with internal enzymes [58,59], 

which would require that flat faces to be oriented outward towards the cytosol. Additional 

biochemical data could be vital for clarifying this outstanding issue. In order to elucidate the exact 

arrangements of shell proteins, higher resolution structural data on intact native MCPs produced 

in-situ and containing interior enzymes will be essential. Encapsulated enzymes are particularly 

critical, given the important roles that interior enzymes have been shown to play in organizing the 

external shell in some systems [19,60–62].  

Several Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) studies have begun to pursue in-situ MCP 

structural elucidation. Multiple cryo-ET studies on carboxysomes, which are the most 

geometrically regular of the MCP types, have confirmed their roughly icosahedral shape revealing 

nearly flat facets and identifiable edges, though detailed structural features of the individual shell 

proteins, including shell protein orientation, have not been resolved [63–65]. Moreover, some 

degree of order has been seen for the encapsulated RuBisCO molecules [63,64,66–68]. The 

metabolosome MCPs present even greater challenges owing to their more irregular, polymorphic 

shapes [69]. Even the degree to which their polyhedral architectures might be described within 

the broader scheme of irregular icosahedra remains unclear. Recent studies highlight the possible 

need to bring new kinds of analysis to this problem [62,70].  

Conclusion and outlook  

Bacterial microcompartments are extraordinary examples of how complex protein 

assemblies have evolved to provide subcellular organization and compartmentalization in 

bacterial cells. Their ability to form robust supramolecular architectures from a complex mixture 

of homologous shell proteins rivals similar phenomena seen in large viruses. A great deal of 

structural data has revealed nuances in topological variations, conformational flexibility and 

quaternary polymorphisms in MCP shell proteins, highlighting the role that duplication has played 

in supporting functional diversification. Studies on miniaturized MCPs have affirmed models for 
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larger scale shell architecture, though the absence of internal enzymes presents an important gap 

that will ultimately need to be bridged in order to understand native MCPs. In particular, the shells 

of metabolosome MCPs are considerably more irregular compared to the icosahedral and nearly 

icosahedral assembly models presently available. Cryo-ET studies pushed to higher resolution 

limits may be essential for achieving a fuller understanding of MCPs. In parallel, computational 

simulations could be informative regarding biophysical parameters that might govern assembly 

architecture. New large-scale assembly simulation methods are beginning to provide insights 

along this line [71,72].  
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Figure 3.1 Assembly principles of bacterial microcompartments (MCPs) 

Assembly principles of bacterial microcompartments (MCPs). The BMC protein domain (purple) 

oligomerizes to form hexameric disks. Hundreds of hexamers tesselate side by side to form the 

nearly flat facets of the outer microcompartment shell (center). The BMV domain (chartreuse) is 

a distinctly different protein component, which oligomerizes to form pentamers at the polyhedral 

vertices of the microcompartment shell. Encapsulated enzymes are diagrammed in cyan. This 

idealized microcompartment shell is shown as a regular icosahedron. Most types of MCPs are 

polymorphic and less regular in shape.  
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Figure 3.2 Different BMC shell proteins exhibit varied tertiary structures 

Different BMC shell proteins exhibit varied tertiary structures. (a) Based on comparisons of 

three-dimensional similarity with sequential ordering enforced, BMC shell proteins of known 

structure (PDB codes shown) cluster into five distinct populations, representing subtypes within 

the two major families: BMC-H which assemble as hexamers from a single BMC domain and 

BMC-T which assemble as trimers from two BMC domains. In the case of BMC-Ts, superscript 

notations denote whether the sequential domains are arranged clockwise (+) or 

counterclockwise (-) in a disk, as shown in panel b. (b) Rainbow-colored chains (N-terminus 

blue, C-terminus red) and arrows highlight the domain organizations in different BMC subtypes.  
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Figure 3.3 BMC shell proteins exhibit quaternary structure variations and several modes of flexibility 

BMC shell proteins exhibit quaternary structure variations and several modes of flexibility. (a) 

Geometric renderings highlight variations that have been observed especially within the 

Permuted BMC protein type including: flat disks (purple), flat disks with beta-barrel protrusions 

(turquoise), twisted structures (chartreuse), six-fold screws (orange) and rearrangement to 

pentamers (magenta). (b) Proteins of the Permuted BMC-T(+) type are often observed as 

stacked disks with variations in pore openness/occlusion. Stacked disks have been reported 

with two closed pores (deep blue), one open and one closed pore (slate) or two open pores 

(light blue).  
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Figure 3.4 Gallery of miniaturized MCP shells highlighting diversity in shape, size and number of components 

Gallery of miniaturized MCP shells highlighting diversity in shape, size and number of 

components. (a) First columns (top to bottom): PDB: 5HPN – Shell from an engineered 

circularly permuted BMC shell protein, PduA, which formed a pentamer; PDB: 6OWF – Shell 

constructed from one BMV and one BMC-H from a beta-carboxysome, T=3; PDB: 6OWG – 

Shell constructed from one BMV and one BMC-H from a beta-carboxysome, T=4. Second 

column (top to bottom): PDB: 5V74 – 6.5 MDa shell constructed from one BMV, one BMC-H 

and three types of presently indistinguishable BMC-T proteins from a Haliangium ochraceum 

MCP. PDB: 6QN1 – mini GRM2 shell constructed from one BMV and three presently 

indistinguishable BMC-Hs. (b) Geometric models representing different icosahedral 

triangulationpatternsobserved. BMV(red),BMC-H(orange),andBMC-T(aquamarine). 

IntheT=1case an engineered BMC-H protein rearranged to form pentameric units.  
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Abstract

Bacterial microcompartments are protein-based organelles that carry out spe-

cialized metabolic functions in diverse bacteria. Their outer shells are built

from several thousand protein subunits. Some of the architectural principles of

bacterial microcompartments have been articulated, with lateral packing of

flat hexameric BMC proteins providing the basic foundation for assembly.

Nonetheless, a complete understanding has been elusive, partly owing to poly-

morphic mechanisms of assembly exhibited by most microcompartment types.

An earlier study of one homologous BMC shell protein subfamily, EutS/PduU,

revealed a profoundly bent, rather than flat, hexameric structure. The possibil-

ity of a specialized architectural role was hypothesized, but artifactual effects

of crystallization could not be ruled out. Here we report a series of crystal

structures of an orthologous protein, CutR, from a glycyl-radical type choline-

utilizing microcompartment from the bacterium Streptococcus intermedius.

Depending on crystal form, expression construct, and minor mutations, a

range of novel quaternary architectures was observed, including two spiral

hexagonal assemblies. A new graphical approach helps illuminate the varia-

tions in BMC hexameric structure, with results substantiating the idea that the

EutS/PduU/CutR subfamily of BMC proteins may endow microcompartment

shells with flexible modes of assembly.

KEYWORD S

bacterial microcompartment, bacterial organelle, carboxysome, choline, glycyl radical,
polymorphism, shell protein, symmetry breaking

1 | INTRODUCTION

Nearly 20% of bacteria species produce giant protein-
based organelles that are used for carrying out sensitive
metabolic reactions in a sequestered cellular environ-
ment.1 These extraordinary structures, known as bacte-
rial microcompartments or MCPs (or alternatively
BMCs), encapsulate distinct enzyme types in different

bacteria.1–4 Generally, a small metabolic intermediate
(either volatile, toxic, or both) is produced within the
MCP and is further metabolized before it can escape into
the cytosol or out of the cell entirely.2,5–7 These key meta-
bolic intermediates include CO2 for the case of the carbo-
xysome, the founding member of the MCP family, while
various aldehyde intermediates occur in other types of
MCPs, including the type under investigation in the
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present study. Comprised of thousands of protein sub-
units, MCPs are among the largest and most mechanisti-
cally sophisticated protein assemblies to have evolved in
nature.8,9

A protein shell, reminiscent of a viral capsid, is the
hallmark of MCPs (Figure 1). Different MCP types, even
those with divergent metabolic functions, are all assem-
bled from homologous shell proteins. The bulk of the
MCP shell is composed of proteins containing a roughly
100-amino acid BMC protein domain (Pfam PF00936).
The recognition that this protein family (first identified
by Shively and coworkers10) is encoded across diverse
bacterial operons has provided a bioinformatics basis for
exploring MCP function and evolution.1,4,11,12 It is now
understood that BMC proteins assemble to form nearly
flat faces of the MCP shell, while a second minor and
distinct protein (known as a BMV protein, Pfam
PF03319) forms vertices.13–17 Multiple paralogs of BMC
proteins, typically ranging from two to seven in number,
are present in different systems. Different BMC protein
paralogs offer modularity in the shell. Some BMC pro-
teins provide pores for substrate and product diffusion
across the shell, some are believed to bind and organize
interior enzymes, some may serve specialized architec-
tural roles, while others may have yet unrecognized
functions.

Structural studies on MCP proteins have shed light
on architectural and functional mechanisms, with the
basic principles emerging from crystallographic studies

beginning fifteen years ago.18,19 BMC proteins of the
canonical type form flat hexameric units; these are the
building blocks for shell assembly. Typically, BMC
hexamers possess narrow pores for molecular transport.
These hexamers tile side by side to form extended facets
of nearly solid protein perforated by small holes. A
remarkable feature of BMC shell proteins is the wide
range of structural rearrangements that have occurred
through evolution, thereby conferring distinct properties
on multiple BMC paralogs within an operon. Notable
variations include circular permutations of the chain to
produce BMC versions with termini in different
locations,20 versions bearing tandem BMC
domains,16,21–23 versions bearing iron–sulfur clusters
and other small molecules in their central pores,24–27

and versions fused to other protein domains.23 Biochem-
ical, genetic, and engineering studies have provided
additional insights into the prospective roles of different
BMC shell proteins,16,28–33 but much remains unknown
about separate and distinct (or even redundant) func-
tions that might be attributed to different BMC paralogs.
Functional distinctions between BMC shell proteins
may furthermore vary between different MCP types,
based on differences in metabolic purpose, BMC paralog
composition, and MCP architecture; for example, some
MCP shells, like the carboxysome, appear much more
geometrically regular (i.e., icosahedral) (Figure 1d) than
those that metabolize various organic metabolites
(Figure 1e).

FIGURE 1 Microcompartment shells are composed of homologous hexameric proteins. For all bacterial microcompartments, the
canonical BMC domain (a) oligomerizes to form the traditional flat hexamer (b). These hexameric shell proteins tessellate (c) to form the
nearly flat faces of bacterial microcompartments shells. (d) An idealized model of a microcompartment with hexameric BMC proteins that
form the face (teal), pentameric BMV proteins that form the vertices (purple), and internal encapsulated enzymes (orange). (e) Negative
stain EM of purified Pdu microcompartments (scale bar: 50 nm)
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One type of BMC shell protein paralog of special
interest is EutS/PduU (from the ethanolamine utilization
and propanediol utilization MCPs, respectively). Pro-
teins from this subfamily are a permuted version of the
canonical BMC domain. By virtue of their permuted
topology, EutS/PduU paralogs present distinct features
in the form of a protruding, N-terminal six-stranded par-
allel beta-barrel that occludes the central pore. Remark-
ably, an early crystallographic study of EutS from E. coli
revealed a unique structure in which the hexamer had
undergone an extraordinary twisting deformation of
approximately 40!,23 a stark contrast to other BMC
hexamers that are very nearly flat, a general expectation
for cyclic homooligomeric assemblies. This peculiar
observation invoked the possibility of an important
architectural role. However, other structures of this
paralog (e.g., PduU and even a point mutant of EutS)
revealed a typical flat hexameric assembly,13,20 leaving
uncertainty about the meaning and significance of the
dramatic departure from the typical BMC structure. The
relevance versus artifactual nature of the structural vari-
ation observed in EutS has not been revisited since that
initial observation a decade ago. In the present work, we
undertook a series of crystal structure investigations on
an orthologous protein, CutR, from a different type of
MCP from Streptococcus intermedius. We present further
observations of major polymorphism in this shell pro-
tein subfamily and discuss implications for a specialized
architectural role in certain bacterial metabolic
organelles.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | CutR crystallized as five unique
structures

In order to investigate the structural polymorphism of a
permuted BMC shell protein, we undertook a series of
crystallographic studies of CutR, a BMC shell protein
from the type 1 choline microcompartment (choline utili-
zation or Cut MCP) from Streptococcus intermedius.
When an initial structure revealed a completely unex-
pected, and likely artificial, dimeric structure, further
mutagenesis and structural studies were pursued to dis-
sect the possible effects of individual amino acids and ter-
minal purification tags. We report five crystal structures
obtained from four sequence variants. These structural
forms include one novel dimer, two traditional flat
hexamers, and two novel six-fold screws of varying pitch.
Geometric and computational analyses helped illuminate
details of the observed quaternary forms.

The first structure we obtained for CutR revealed a
novel dimeric arrangement not previously observed in
other BMC proteins (Figure 2). A model was refined to a
resolution of 1.8 Å with final Rwork/Rfree values of
0.176/0.210. Interestingly, this unexpected dimeric form
of CutR crystallized from gel-filtration fractions whose
elution positions were consistent with that of a BMC
hexamer (a molecular weight of approximately 80 kDa
based on standard curves). In this unexpected structure,
the two monomeric subunits came together, exchanging
terminal segments in a fashion characteristic of domain

FIGURE 2 A comparison of a novel CutR dimeric form to the traditional flat hexameric form of the same protein. (a) Cartoon
representation of the observed novel dimeric form. A disulfide bridge forms between C37 and C73, pulling the N-terminus from its
traditional position in the BMC domain, causing residues 18–28 to occupy the adjacent monomer by domain swapping. (b) Overlay of a
monomer from the hexameric form (lime green) with residues 18–28 of one monomer (cyan) and residues 29–116 from the second monomer
(deep blue), with emphasis on regions that differ. (c) Superimposition of one chain from the dimer with one chain from the flat hexamer
shows that severe steric clashes would be caused by the presence of the dimeric form in the context of the hexameric assembly
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swapping.34 Moreover, we observed an unexpected intra-
molecular disulfide bond between C37 and C73
(Figure 2a). The disulfide bond pulls the first N-terminal
beta-strand (residues G18-A28) out of its anticipated loca-
tion and into a position contacting the adjacent monomer
(Figure 2a). This domain swap preserves the overall BMC
tertiary structure. The N-terminal beta-strand from one
monomer (residues G18-A28) packs alongside the
remaining residues (A29-S116) of the second monomer,
forming intermolecular interactions that results in a
structure resembling the traditional BMC fold [0.50 Å
RMSD backbone deviation (Figure 2b)].

While this dimeric architecture of CutR presented a
new and intriguing structure, it could not be reconciled
with the quaternary hexameric arrangement understood
for BMC shell proteins or their packing in a layer.
Aligning one monomer from the dimeric form with one
monomer from the hexameric form results in severe ste-
ric clashes of their quaternary structures (Figure 2c). Not-
withstanding the effects of an apparently adventitious
disulfide bond, the unusual quaternary structure that we
observed prompted further structural studies to look for
potential modes of polymorphic assembly. We thus con-
ducted structural studies on sequence variants of the pro-
tein as well as structural studies under reducing
conditions. This work led to multiple structures with
additional novel quaternary arrangements.

Motivated by the unconventional dimeric form, we
pursued mutagenesis work to determine whether the

circularly permuted CutR was capable of forming a tradi-
tional flat BMC hexamer. We obtained two distinct crys-
tal forms of CutR, with subsequent structural analysis
revealing canonical flat hexamers. The first crystal form
referred to as Hexamer 1 (Figure 3a) crystallized in space
group C2 and provided an atomic structure to a resolu-
tion of 2.6 Å with Rwork/Rfree values of 0.201/0.242. We
also solved the structure of a second crystal form, referred
to as Hexamer 2 (Figure 3b). Hexamer 2 crystallized in
space group P42212 and provided a structure to a resolu-
tion of 1.5 Å with Rwork/Rfree values of 0.161/0.184. We
obtained numerous crystals with varied morphologies
including flat hexagonal plates and octahedral bi-
pyramidal forms. Importantly, two separate mutants of
CutR each gave rise to traditional flat hexagonal BMC
structures. The first mutant retained an N-terminal His-6
tag and had a C37A mutation. The second mutant con-
tained a cleavable His-6 tag and a K66A mutation,
instead of the original K66D mutation (Table S1).
Hexamer 2 was the most well behaved, presumably
owing to the non-polar residue at position 66 (discussed
subsequently) located at the edge and to the lack of
obstruction from the N-terminal His-6 tag. This version
purified with relative ease and formed numerous diffrac-
tion quality crystals within 1 month of setting up broad
screen crystallization trials. Crystals that formed in 2 M
ammonium sulfate, 0.2 M lithium sulfate, and 0.1 M
CAPS/sodium hydroxide pH 10.5 had the strongest dif-
fraction pattern and the highest resolution, ultimately

FIGURE 3 Cartoon and geometric representation of four CutR polymorphs. CutR crystallized as a traditional flat BMC hexamer (a and
b) and formed two distinct screws with varying pitch (c and d). The flat hexamers are viewed down the six-fold axis of symmetry (a and b)
and the screws are displayed on their sides to show their pitch (c and d). Geometric representations reveal that in the flat form, Hexamer
1 (a) and Hexamer 2 (b) both deviate slightly from perfect C6 symmetry. Screw 1 (c) has a pitch of 41.9 Å and Screw 2 (d) has a pitch of
33.8 Å. Asterisks indicate constructs that crystalized while retaining an N-terminal His-6 tag
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giving rise to the Hexamer 2 structure. As with other
circularly-permuted BMC domains, specifically PduU20

(PDB ID 3CGI) and EutS23 (PDB ID 3I96), we observed a
beta-barrel on the flat face created by the protruding N-
termini of the six chains (Figure 3a,b). The interior of the
beta-barrel is decorated with the side chains of alternat-
ing residues I11, Q13, and S15. As with PduU,20 the bulky
side chains of the interior-lining residues are unable to
occupy symmetry-equivalent positions. Specifically, the
six instances of Q13 adopt two conformations: pointing
up toward the N-terminus and down toward the center of
the hexameric disk.

We also determined the structure of two novel BMC
domain-based structures in which the quaternary struc-
ture formed a six-fold screw axis. The first hereinafter
referred to as Screw 1, came from the same CutR con-
struct that gave rise to the dimer, which still contains a
cysteine at position 37, an aspartic acid at position 66 (sig-
nificance explained below) and an N-terminal His-6 tag
(Table S1). We solved this structure to 2.8 Å with Rwork/
Rfree values of 0.231/0.267. Screw 1 is a right-handed
screw with a pitch of 41.9 Å (Figure 3c). This screw has a
6 sub 1 axis of helical symmetry. Looking down the axis,
we observe that the structure forms an apparent hexamer
that except for its pitch in the z-axis, has a similar mor-
phology to Hexamer 2 (Figure S1). Measuring from C-
alpha to C-alpha of corresponding positions, Screw1 and
Hexamer 2 have diameters with maxima of 69.2 and
71.1 Å, respectively (Figure S1). The unexpected nature
of the screw form prompted further studies.

Owing to purification challenges from initial work,
including aggregation and dynamic oligomerization, and
because we observed novel and unexpected structures,
we sought to purify an additional mutant version,
CutR_D66A, under reducing conditions. CutR_D66A was
purified in the presence of TCEP to disrupt the disulfide
bridge observed in the initial dimeric structure and has a
point mutation at residue 66. In the native form, this resi-
due is normally occupied by a conserved lysine, which
participates in intermolecular salt bridges to support the
lateral tessellation of BMC hexamers in the shell
(Figure 1c); this lysine has been widely mutated in labo-
ratory studies to allow isolation of individual
hexamers.35,36 We hypothesized that the aspartic acid in
this version played a significant role in our inability to
purify well-behaved, monodisperse species of the CutR
construct. This new CutR_D66A mutant retained the
His-6 affinity tag and was purified with relative ease. Sur-
prisingly, this construct gave rise to a second structure
having a six-fold screw axis, hereinafter referred to as
Screw 2. Like Screw 1, Screw 2 forms a right-handed
screw, though its pitch of 33.8 Å is considerably shorter
than that of Screw 1. We solved the structure to 3.3 Å

with Rwork/Rfree values of 0.219/0.265. Like the previously
observed screw, Screw 2 also creates an apparent
hexamer when looking down the six-fold axis of symme-
try with a similar diameter of 70.1 Å (Figure S1). Both
screw structures were obtained with an intact N-terminal
His-6 tag.

2.2 | Analysis of quaternary
polymorphisms in CutR

We found value in a new graphical approach for visualiz-
ing structural arrangements in the BMC shell protein
family. Our prior studies have emphasized the canonical
packing of BMC subunits into roughly flat hexameric
units. BMC subunits typically fit together like six slightly
twisted pie pieces with a central depression commonly
found on one side of the full hexamer. Furthermore, as
noted in this work, the permuted BMC family bears a
small protruding beta-barrel on the opposite side of the
hexameric disk. Based on the well-established packing of
canonical BMC hexamers, we established a coordinate
system for mapping a simple pie-shaped structure onto
the conserved secondary structural elements of a BMC
protomer. With this mapping established, it was possible
to generate diverse packing diagrams to illustrate the
wide-ranging quaternary arrangements observed in the
permuted BMC family (Figure 4). This was helpful for
interpreting the nature of the nuanced variations and for
complementing numerical calculations such as angular
rotations and atomic coordinate shifts.

Previous studies of the circularly-permuted BMC pro-
teins PduU (PDB ID 3CGI) and the bent EutS (PDB ID
3I96) have been interesting study cases of the BMC
domain. Both maintain the traditional BMC domain fold
but comparing adjacent monomer pairs reveals remark-
able flexibility. We established a system for evaluating
the angular rotations and shifts observed in the EutS
structures. We overlapped the A subunit of a given struc-
ture with the A subunit of a canonical BMC hexamer,
and then evaluated the difference between the adjacent B
subunits from the two structures being compared
(Figure 4). These comparisons are summarized here and
in Table 1. As anticipated, traditional flat hexamers from
this permuted BMC family, including PduU and the CutR
hexamers from this work, have RMSD values of less than
1 Å, while a comparison of the flat hexamers to EutS
(bent) yields RMSD values between 15 and 18 Å. Like-
wise, the rotation angles required to align corresponding
B monomers of flat permuted BMC hexamers were less
than 2!, while alignment of the corresponding B mono-
mer from any flat hexamer to the corresponding B mono-
mer from EutS required up to 53! of rotation in order to
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achieve the optimal overlap (Table 1). Unsurprisingly, a
comparison of the two CutR screws shows relatively
minor coordinate deviations (0.8 Å RMSD) and angular
differences (2.9!), as the two screw forms vary mainly in
pitch.

Motivated by the variability observed between the
structures of CutR polymorphs, we checked for evidence

of dynamic behavior in solution studies. Using another
BMC-domain protein (EutL, a tandem BMC-domain pro-
tein from Clostridium perfringens) as a control, we com-
pared elution profiles of recursive size exclusion
chromatography runs of the various CutR constructs
(Figure S2). While recursive size exclusion of the EutL
control resulted in a single sharp peak, recursive size

FIGURE 4 Summary of the quaternary structure deformations observed in the CutR/EutS/PduU subfamily of BMC shell proteins.
(a) Geometric representation of adjacent pairs of permuted BMC shell protein subunits from three flat or very nearly flat hexameric
structures (CutR Hexamer 1, CutR Hexamer 2, and PduU) after aligning their A subunits (gray). The relative position of the B subunits is
shown for CutR Hexamer 1 (lime green), CutR Hexamer 2 (orange), and PduU (forest green). (b) Similar representations for the two screw
forms (CutR Screw 1 (magenta) and CutR Screw 2 (purple) relative to the flat CutR form (gray). (c) A similar representation of the bent EutS
structure (teal, PDB ID 3I96) relative to the flat CutR form (gray). (d) Overlay of all A monomers relative to the flat hexamer with the B
monomers colored as follows: Cut R flat Hexamer 1 (lime green), Cut R flat Hexamer 2 (orange), PduU (forest green), CutR Screw
1 (magenta), CutR Screw 2 (purple), and EutS (teal). The rotation of adjacent subunits in alternate assembly forms, as calculated in Table 1,
is diagrammed

TABLE 1 Comparison of structural deviations across the permuted BMC family

– PduU Hex1 Hex2 Screw1 Screw2 EutS

PduU – 0.5 Å 0.7 Å 3.5 Å 2.8 Å 15.8 Å

Hex1 1.6! – 0.2 Å 3.5 Å 2.7 Å 15.6 Å

Hex2 1.7! 0.6! – 3.4 Å 2.7 Å 15.4 Å

Screw1 14.4! 16.5! 16.7! – 0.8 Å 17.1 Å

Screw2 11.7! 13.6! 13.9! 2.9! – 17.1 Å

EutS 42.0! 40.4! 40.4! 55.9! 52.9! –

Note: RMSD values (upper right) shown are based on adjacent AB monomers for four hexameric CutR polymorphs, along with PduU and
EutS. The values describe backbone deviations in corresponding B subunits after superimposing A subunits. The rotation angle required to
align the B monomers for any given pair of adjacent monomers is reported in the bottom left.
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exclusion of the hexameric peak from CutR constructs
resulted in either broad peaks or multiple peaks,
supporting a tendency to reequilibrate between multiple
conformations or assembly forms in solution.

Finally, the variable packing modes in CutR moti-
vated a study of atomic interactions at the subunit inter-
faces. A general finding was that for most of the alternate
packing variations observed, the bending modes between
subunits can occur without substantial perturbations to
key atomic interactions. The exceptions to this are the
(presumptively artifactual) dimeric form, and the highly
bent hexameric form initially observed by Tanaka et al.23

Structural variation in the latter case, in addition to the
bending motion, is accompanied by a twist of roughly
40!, which brings alternative secondary structure packing
interactions into play. For the various flat and screw
hexamers observed for CutR, major disruptions are not
observed. The retention of a basic hexameric (flat or
screw) shape despite high flexibility raises a question as
to whether a small number of particularly strong interac-
tions in CutR might be important for integrity. A poten-
tial role for the beta-barrel in that regard was noted
previously.20 Our analysis showed that while the
extended portions of the beta-barrel are disrupted in the
screw forms, other interactions near the central regions
and at the interfaces of the hexamer could be important.
Using manual evaluation and the PDBePISA server,37 we
determined that residues S50, E55, D62, S81, Y101, K115,
and S116 may play key stabilizing roles. A hydrogen bond
network involving these key residues is present in both

the flat hexamer and in the screw forms of CutR
(Figure 5).

3 | DISCUSSION

Since first determining the structures of PduU20 and
EutS,23 the single-domain permuted BMC family has
been an interesting but under-studied special class of the
BMC family. In this work, we sought to investigate
another orthologue from this class, CutR from Streptococ-
cus intermedius. We conclude that the circularly-
permuted BMC protein CutR has an innate and dynamic
capacity to sample alternative quaternary forms, with its
canonical C6 symmetry breaking down in various ways.
Based on these findings, we hypothesize that the per-
muted BMC family may play a key role in conferring het-
erogeneity and flexibility in certain types of bacterial
microcompartments.

In this work, we elucidated five crystal structures
from four CutR constructs, observing a dimer, two flat
hexamers, and two six-fold screws of varying pitch. In
addition to variations driven by different crystallization
conditions and crystal packing forces, it is likely that vari-
ations in the different constructs played important roles
in dictating the diverse outcomes. The presence or
absence of cysteine (C37), the presence or absence of a
charged residue in the traditional edge-lysine position
(K66), and the presence or absence of an N-terminal
His-6 purification tag (Table S1) are all relevant

FIGURE 5 The extensive hydrogen bond network of the beta-barrel from a flat hexamer compared to the hydrogen bond network of
the screw. (a) The flat hexameric form has a beta-barrel with an extensive hydrogen bond network. There are several key residues essential
for maintaining the overall hexameric architecture. (b) In the screw form, the hydrogen bond network of the beta-barrel is largely lost, but
other key intermolecular interactions near the pore are retained
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variations. Certain correlations between constructs and
quaternary forms are notable. The formation of a screw
was only observed in structures that retained an N-
terminal His-6 tag (Table S1). However, the presence of
an N-terminal purification tag did not force the forma-
tion of a helical arrangement, as evidenced by the forma-
tion of flat Hexamer 1. A further intriguing question
concerns how (or at what point) helical architectures are
formed. We note that the recombinant protein that gave
rise to both screw forms, based on size exclusion chroma-
tography, had an estimated molecular weight consistent
with a discrete hexamer (roughly 80 kDa). This argues
for ordinary (non-helical) hexameric forms being pre-
dominant, yet retaining the flexibility to undergo consid-
erable distortions and interface disruptions under
diverse, relatively mild, and solution conditions. Signifi-
cantly, the screws retained key intermolecular interac-
tions that are shared with the flat hexameric form
(Figure 5).

The vast majority of homomeric protein assemblies
are arranged in a symmetric fashion. The reasons for this
were articulated as early as Crick and Watson,38 and have
been expanded upon and surveyed many times since.39–41

The evident tendency toward asymmetry, therefore, puts
CutR and its orthologues in a unique category. Symmetry
breaking in protein assemblies has been described in
other areas. In particular, it has been explored in the con-
text of molecular motors where alternating configura-
tions occur during catalytically-driven motions42 as well
as in viral capsids.43 In the latter category, as explained
by Casper and Klug, alternative conformations that break
symmetry are required to accommodate different packing
environments.44 The unusual polymorphism seen in
CutR may help explain the heterogeneity and structural
irregularity seen in many types of bacterial
microcompartments.

Carboxysomes are among the most extensively stud-
ied bacterial microcompartments, and they are typically
the most regular in shape. EM studies have shown that
carboxysome microcompartments exhibit a relatively
high degree of homogeneity and geometric
regularity.45–51 In a few cases, miniaturized versions of
microcompartment shells have been produced from syn-
thetic operons. Those have proven to assemble with high
levels of order, even obeying icosahedral symmetry, with
examples including a beta-carboxysome shell, a GRM2
microcompartment shell, and a shell from a micro-
compartment of unknown function,15,30,31 but native
forms of these MCPs likely diverge in important ways.
Unlike their more symmetrical carboxysome counter-
parts, other native microcompartments have been found
to have polymorphic structures52,53 (Figure 1e). These
include several MCP types, such as Pdu, Eut, and Cut.

Sometimes classified as “metabolosomes”, these MCPs
degrade propanediol, ethanolamine, choline,
aminoalcohols, and other small metabolites.1–5,16 Circu-
larly permuted BMC paralogs (PduU, EutS, CutR) are
found in several MCPs of the metabolosome type, but as
far as we know these circularly permuted paralogs are
not present in carboxysome microcompartments, nor
have they been included in the synthetic miniaturized
MCP shells that have proven to be geometrically regular.
Some insight is available from genetic studies in the Pdu
system, which metabolizes 1,2-propanediol. While the
permuted shell protein PduU is not required for the for-
mation of intact microcompartment shells (as it is a rela-
tively low-abundance component of the shell), PduU
deletion mutants showed growth defects, with an
increase in lag time while growing to higher cell density
compared to their wildtype counterparts.28 The dynamic
nature of permuted BMC proteins, highlighted in the pre-
sent study, helps explain the impaired growth rates of
PduU deletion mutants, considering that dynamic behav-
ior could be important for degradation, recycling, and
seeding new microcompartment shells.

The highly twisted EutS structure originally reported
by Tanaka13 and the CutR polymorphs presented here
may only be a small population of the potential quater-
nary structure variations that the permuted BMC family
is capable of forming. Beyond a potential role in dynam-
ics, increased shell flexibility could allow for packing a
greater variety of internal enzymes in non-carboxysomal
MCPs, or more variable enzyme stoichiometries. The pro-
cesses that govern MCP assembly and disassembly
remain only partially understood,15,54–57 and flexibility
could be important for those processes. The flexibility
observed in this protein family invites additional ques-
tions about microcompartment structure, evolution, and
function. Investigation of additional orthologues could
add further insights.

4 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 | Negative stain electron microscopy

Intact Pdu microcompartments were purified from
S. enterica serovar Typhimurium LT2 and imaged with
negative stain electron microscopy as previously
described by Havemann et al. and Sinha et al.58,59 Briefly,
S. enterica serovar Typhimurium LT2 was grown in
400 ml of growth medium containing 1X NCE, 1 mM
MgSO4, 0.5% succinate, and 0.6% 1,2-PD. Cultures were
grown at 37!C overnight, shaking. Cells were harvested
by centrifugation (4,000g for 15 min) and washed once
with Buffer A, containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0),
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500 mM KCl, 12.5 mM MgCl2, and 1.5% 1,2-PD. The cells
were resuspended in a lysis buffer containing a mixture
of 40% Buffer A and 60% B-PER II (Thermo Scientific)
supplemented with Pierce Protease Inhibitor tablets
(Thermo Scientific), Lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich), and
DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated at 30!C for 1 hr
to lyse. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at
12,000g for 5 min, and intact Pdu MCPs were pelleted by
spinning at 20,000g for 40 min. Pdu MCPs were
resuspended in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris–HCl
(pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 1% 1,2-PD to a
concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. Pdu MCPs were placed on
Formvar/Carbon 400 mesh copper grids (Ted Pella),
washed twice with 0.1% 1,2-PD and stained with 5 !l of
2% uranyl acetate. Pdu MCPs were imaged using an FEI
Tecnai T12 transmission electron microscope.

4.2 | Cloning, protein expression, and
purification

We initially purchased a codon-optimized gBlock Gene
Fragment of CutR, a EutS homolog from Streptococcus
intermedius, from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT).
This first construct was ordered with a non-cleavable N-
terminal His-6 tag and a K66D mutation. Previous work
has demonstrated that mutating this edge lysine facili-
tates recombinant BMC protein expression and purifica-
tion. We hypothesized that maintaining a charged amino
acid in this position would achieve the same facile purifi-
cation while maintaining structural integrity. We inserted
the gBlock into the pET24a expression vector using NdeI
and HindIII restriction endonuclease sites. For mutagene-
sis work, we also purchased primers from IDT. Primers
were designed based on the previously published
Quikchange protocol.60 We explored a variety of mutants
including C37A, to disrupt the observed disulfide bridge,
D66A to further facilitate expression and purification,
and insertion of a TEV-cleavage site (ENLYFQG) just
after the His-6 tag, in order to assess the role of the His-6
tag in crystal packing.

We used the BL21(DE3) E. coli expression system
(New England Biolabs) to express recombinant protein.
Briefly, we used 6 ml 1 mg/L ampicillin supplemented
LB overnight cultures to inoculate 1 L of autoinduction
media. Cells were grown in TB medium supplemented
with kanamycin and 5,052 autoinduction sugars.61 Cul-
tures were grown at 37!C for 6 hr and then 18!C over-
night and subsequently harvested by centrifugation for
15 min at 5,000g. For a recombinant protein that
resulted in the dimeric form, cells were grown in TB
medium supplemented with 1 mg/L kanamycin. At
OD600 = 1.0–1.2, we used 1 mM of IPTG to induce

expression and proceeded to grow cells at 25!C
overnight.

Cell pellets were resuspended in 20 mM Tris pH 8.0,
300 mM NaCl, supplemented with protease inhibitor
cocktail tablets (Pierce Protease Inhibitor Tablets, EDTA-
Free, Thermo Scientific), lysozyme (Sigma), DNase
(Sigma), and RNase (Sigma). We lysed the resuspended
pellets with sonication over ice and clarified the lysate by
centrifugation (15,000g for 30 min). The clarified lysate
was applied over a pre-equilibrated Nickel IMAC gravity
column (HisPur Ni-NTA Resin, Thermo Scientific) and
His-tagged samples were eluted using 20 mM Tris pH 8.0,
300 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole, and 10% glycerol.
Samples that contained a TEV-cleavage site were subject
to TEV-protease and dialyzed overnight at 4!C into
50 mM Tris pH 8.0 and 150 mM NaCl. All proteins were
subject to the second round of purification using gel-
filtration chromatography (Superdex 200 10/300 GL, GE
Healthcare) and eluted with a buffer containing 50 mM
Tris pH 8.0 and 150 mM NaCl. Fractions from peaks that
corresponded to a molecular weight of approximately
80 kDa were pooled together. We verified the presence
and purity of protein throughout the purification process
using denaturing SDS-PAGE. We also sought to investi-
gate the role and significance of the observed disulfide
bridge by using reducing agents. In one iteration of
our purification procedure, we added 10 mM tris
(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to purification
buffers. Following the two-step purification, proteins
were subsequently concentrated to approximately
30 mg/ml using 10KDa MWCO Amicon Ultra concentra-
tors (Millipore) and syringe-filtered through 0.22 !M fil-
ters (Millipore). Following concentration and filtration,
this protein was used for crystallization experiments.

4.3 | Crystallization

We obtained diffraction quality crystals using a TTP
Labtech robotic mosquito and the hanging-drop vapor
diffusion method at the UCLA Crystallization facility. We
observed several crystal forms in numerous conditions,
the most prominent being flat hexagonal sheets and
bi-pyramidal octahedrons. We collected diffraction data
for the CutR dimer that crystallized in 0.1 M Potassium
thiocyanate, 30% w/v PEG 2000. Flat Hexamer 1, which
contained a C37A mutation, crystallized in 2.0 M ammo-
nium sulfate, 0.1 M BIS-Tris, pH 5.5. Flat Hexamer 2, with
a cleaved His-6 tag, crystallized in 2 M ammonium sul-
fate, 0.2 M lithium sulfate, and 0.1 M CAPS/Sodium
hydroxide pH 10.5. Screw 1 crystallized in 10% (w/v) PEG
3000, 200 mM sodium chloride, and 100 mM sodium
phosphate dibasic/Citric acid pH 4.2. Finally, Screw
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2, which was purified in the presence of reducing agents
and contained the D66A mutation, crystallized in 0.2 M
potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate, 0.1 M Bis-Tris
propane, 8.52% w/v PEG 3350.

4.4 | Data collection, structure
determination, and refinement

X-ray diffraction datasets were collected at the Advanced
Photon Source in Chicago on beamlines 24-ID-C and
24-ID-E (NE-CAT) and then indexed, integrated, and
scaled using XDS/XSCALE.62 We used PHASER63 to first
solve the structure of the CutR dimer by molecular
replacement using a EutS homolog from Clostridium dif-
ficile (PDB ID 4AXI) as a reference model. The model
was built using COOT64 and refined using PHENIX.65

We also used Refmac66 and Buster67 in subsequent
rounds of refinement. The CutR dimer was refined to a
final model with Rwork/Rfree of 0.176/0.210 at a resolution
of 1.8 Å. Subsequent structures were solved by molecular
replacement using one monomer of the CutR dimer as a
reference using similar model-building and refinement
strategies. We also utilized the PDBePISA server37 to
computationally assess the interfaces created by these
various structures.
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Supplementary Figure 1.  Comparison of the screw and flat polymorphs of CutR.  When looking down 
the six-fold axis of symmetry of Screw 1 (magenta) and Screw 2 (purple), CutR forms a similar 
architecture to the traditional flat hexamer (orange), possessing similar diameters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.S1: Comparison of the screw and flat polymorphs of CutR 
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Supplementary Figure 2.  Size exclusion profiles and recursive runs for the CutR polymorphs and EutL, a 
natural tandem BMC-domain construct used as a control.  After initial size exclusion chromatography 
(SEC) (left panels), hexameric peaks (denoted by an asterisk) of CutR_K66D (A), CutR_K66A (B), 
CutR_C37A (C), CutR_TEV (D) and for EutL (E) were concentrated and subject to an additional round of 
SEC.  SEC profiles of those asterisk-denoted peaks are shown in the corresponding right panels.            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.S2: Size exclusion profiles and recursive runs for the CutR polymorphs and EutL, a natural tandem BMC-domain contruct used as a control 
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Supplementary Table 1.  CutR and polymorph sequences 

 
CutR                     -------MIEELGKIDRIIQESVPGKQITLAHVIAAPIEAVYECLGVDHEGAIGVVSLTP 53 
Hexamer2(CutR_TEV)       ------GMIEELGKIDRIIQESVPGKQITLAHVIAAPIEAVYECLGVDHEGAIGVVSLTP 54 
Hexamer1(CutR_C37A)      MHHHHHHMIEELGKIDRIIQESVPGKQITLAHVIAAPIEAVYEALGVDHEGAIGVVSLTP 60 
Dimer(CutR_K66D)         MHHHHHHMIEELGKIDRIIQESVPGKQITLAHVIAAPIEAVYECLGVDHEGAIGVVSLTP 60 
Screw1(CutR_K66D)        MHHHHHHMIEELGKIDRIIQESVPGKQITLAHVIAAPIEAVYECLGVDHEGAIGVVSLTP 60 
Screw2(CutR_K66A)        MHHHHHHMIEELGKIDRIIQESVPGKQITLAHVIAAPIEAVYECLGVDHEGAIGVVSLTP 60 
                                ************************************.**************** 
 
CutR                     NETAIIAADIAGKAANIDICFVDRFTGSVMFSGDIQSVETSLEDILEYFKNSLGFSTVPL 113 
Hexamer2(CutR_TEV)       NETAIIAADIAGAAANIDICFVDRFTGSVMFSGDIQSVETSLEDILEYFKNSLGFSTVPL 114 
Hexamer1(CutR_C37A)      NETAIIAADIAGAAANIDICFVDRFTGSVMFSGDIQSVETSLEDILEYFKNSLGFSTVPL 120 
Dimer(CutR_K66D)         NETAIIAADIAGDAANIDICFVDRFTGSVMFSGDIQSVETSLEDILEYFKNSLGFSTVPL 120 
Screw1(CutR_K66D)        NETAIIAADIAGDAANIDICFVDRFTGSVMFSGDIQSVETSLEDILEYFKNSLGFSTVPL 120 
Screw2(CutR_K66A)        NETAIIAADIAGAAANIDICFVDRFTGSVMFSGDIQSVETSLEDILEYFKNSLGFSTVPL 120 
                         ************ *********************************************** 
 
CutR                     TKS 116 
Hexamer2(CutR_TEV)       TKS 117 
Hexamer1(CutR_C37A)      TKS 123 
Dimer(CutR_K66D)         TKS 123 
Screw1(CutR_K66D)        TKS 123 
Screw2(CutR_K66A)        TKS 123 
                         *** 
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Supplementary Table 2.  X-ray Diffraction and Atomic Refinement Statistics 

PDB ID 6XPH 6XPI 6XPJ 6XPK 6XPL 
Paper name Dimer Hexamer 1 Hexamer 2 Screw 1 Screw 2 
Data collection      

Space group P4332 C2  P42212 P61 P61 

Cell dimensions        

    a, b, c (Å) 109.66, 109.66, 
109.66 

135.36, 76.14, 
67.81 

79.29, 79.29, 
100.79 

61.83, 61.83, 
41.93 

64.91, 64.91, 
33.78 

    α, β, γ  (°)  90.00, 90.00, 
90.00 

90.00, 119.71, 
90.00 

90.00, 90.00, 
90.00 

90.00, 90.00, 
120.00 

90.00, 90.00, 
120.00 

Resolution (Å) 77.54-1.80 (1.85-
1.80) 

63.91-2.60 
(2.67-2.60) 

62.32-1.50 
(1.54-1.50) 

53.55-2.80 (2.87-
2.80) 

56.21-3.30 
(3.50-3.30) 

Rmerge 0.079 (1.39) 0.073 (1.44) 0.059 (0.855) 0.113 (0.954) 0.234 (1.34) 

I / σ (I) 49.24 (4.71) 10.31 (1.04) 23.7 (3.08) 15.46 (2.22) 4.63 (0.98) 

CC1/2 100.0 (94.9) 99.9 (74.7) 99.9 (86.0) 99.9 (72.2) 99.2 (51.1) 

Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 92.3 (83.1) 99.9 (99.3) 99.4 (95.8) 99.3 (99.5) 

Redundancy 75.7 (75.2) 4.02 (4.14) 13.0 (12.7) 9.51 (9.38) 4.68 (4.54) 

      

Refinement      

Resolution (Å) 1.80 2.60 1.50 2.80 3.30 

No. reflections 19336 (1386) 17276 (311) 46821 (3373) 2074 (145) 1129 (79) 

Rwork / Rfree 0.176/0.210 
(0.237/0.273) 

0.201/0.242 
(0.286/0.492) 

0.161/0.184 
(0.207/0.245) 

0.231/0.267 
(0.293/0.284) 

0.219/0.265 
(0.334/0.296) 

Molecules per 
asymmetric unit 

2 6 3 1 1 

No. atoms      

    Protein 1506 4808 2536 734 720 

    Ligand/ion 21 0 20 0 0 
    Water 128 0 201 2 0 
B-factors      

    Protein 35.9 105.5 21.8 67.4 134.5 

    Ligand/ion 56.1 - 58.0 - - 

    Water 41.5 - 29.8 77.5 - 

R.m.s. deviations      

    Bond lengths (Å) 0.014 0.008 0.010 0.002 0.005 

    Bond angles (°) 1.8 1.1 1.6 1.2 1.3 

Ramachandran 
statistics (%) 

     

    Most favorable 100 98.3 99.7 93.9 96.9 

    Allowed 0 1.4 0.3 6.1 3.1 

    Outliers 0 0.3 0 0 0 

Data for each structure were collected from a single crystal. *Values in parentheses are for the highest-resolution 
shell. 

 

Supplementary citation 
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Abstract

Bacterial microcompartments are organelle-like structures composed entirely of proteins.

They have evolved to carry out several distinct and specialized metabolic functions in a wide

variety of bacteria. Their outer shell is constructed from thousands of tessellating protein

subunits, encapsulating enzymes that carry out the internal metabolic reactions. The shell

proteins are varied, with single, tandem and permuted versions of the PF00936 protein fam-

ily domain comprising the primary structural component of their polyhedral architecture,

which is reminiscent of a viral capsid. While considerable amounts of structural and biophys-

ical data have been generated in the last 15 years, the existing functionalities of current

resources have limited our ability to rapidly understand the functional and structural proper-

ties of microcompartments (MCPs) and their diversity. In order to make the remarkable

structural features of bacterial microcompartments accessible to a broad community of sci-

entists and non-specialists, we developed MCPdb: The Bacterial Microcompartment Data-

base (https://mcpdb.mbi.ucla.edu/). MCPdb is a comprehensive resource that categorizes

and organizes known microcompartment protein structures and their larger assemblies. To

emphasize the critical roles symmetric assembly and architecture play in microcompartment

function, each structure in the MCPdb is validated and annotated with respect to: (1) its pre-

dicted natural assembly state (2) tertiary structure and topology and (3) the metabolic com-

partment type from which it derives. The current database includes 163 structures and is

available to the public with the anticipation that it will serve as a growing resource for scien-

tists interested in understanding protein-based metabolic organelles in bacteria.

Introduction

Bacterial microcompartments (MCPs or alternatively BMCs), are supramolecular structures
found in approximately 20% of bacteria across numerous phyla [1, 2]. These giant protein-
based structures have evolved to serve organelle-like functions, with different MCP types
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encapsulating distinct enzymes in order to carry out specific metabolic processes in a seques-
tered environment within the cell interior [3–6]. MCPs are known to carry out diverse meta-
bolic processes; their unifying functional feature is that they provide a mechanism for bacteria
to perform certain multistep reactions in a way that retains metabolic intermediates inside the
MCP. The co-localization of sequentially acting enzymes housed inside the MCP helps opti-
mize metabolic flux while limiting alternative side reactions. Importantly, MCPs help prevent
the efflux of toxic and/or volatile intermediates into the cytosol [3, 7, 8]. Bacterial microcom-
partments can be broadly classified into two major categories: carboxysomes and metabolo-
somes. Carboxysomes are the founding members of the MCPs. They enhance CO2 fixation in
bacteria by encapsulating two sequentially acting enzymes–carbonic anhydrase and ribulose-
1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO) [4, 9, 10]. Bicarbonate (in addition to
ribulose-bisphosphate) is the substrate that enters the carboxysome via diffusion across the
shell; CO2 is the key intermediate, which is produced by carbonic anhydrase and must be con-
sumed by RuBisCO prior to escape. By contrast, metabolosomes use an assortment of key
enzymes to metabolize a variety of substrates including 1,2-propanediol for the propanediol
utilization (PDU) MCP and ethanolamine for the ethanolamine utilization (EUT) [4, 7, 8, 10].
Other microcompartments utilize glycyl-radical chemistry (GRM MCPs) and can be further
divided into subclasses based on their substrates and signature enzymes, including the glycyl-
radical propanediol (Grp) MCP, the choline utilization (Cut) MCP and an additional GRM
type that utilizes fucose and rhamnose [11–15]. Lastly, there are MCPs that have been more
recently discovered whose metabolic functions are still emerging, including the RMM/Aaum
MCP and the Etu MCP. Several recent structures of both BMC and BMV (bacterial microcom-
partment vertex) proteins have been determined for an MCP first called RMM (for Rhodococ-
cus and MycolicibacteriumMicrocompartment) and then renamed Aaum (for its apparent role
in amino acetone utilization [1, 5, 14, 16, 17]. Additionally, the Etu MCP, or the ethanol utili-
zation microcompartment, has been observed in Clostridium kluyveri and has had one of its
shell proteins characterized [18, 19].

Despite their functional diversity, bacterial microcompartments are now understood to be
structurally similar. Constructed entirely of proteins, the outer microcompartment shell is
composed of thousands of homologous tessellating shell proteins belonging to the BMC pro-
tein family [20–22], whose structures were first elucidated in 2005 [23, 24]. The canonical
BMC protein domain (Fig 1) oligomerizes to form hexameric disks with central pores for the
(presumably) diffusive influx of metabolic substrates and the efflux of products. The hexameric
disks pack laterally to form the nearly flat facets of the intact shell, while pentameric BMV pro-
teins form the vertices of these large, polyhedral structures (Fig 1) [15, 20]. Any single micro-
compartment type is composed of multiple paralogs of the BMC protein, with different
paralogs offering distinct structural properties. This roughly 100-amino acid domain (Pfam
PF00936) remains the primary key for exploring and discovering new types of microcompart-
ments, and has been extensively studied and characterized [15, 21, 22, 25–32]. Structural stud-
ies have revealed major topologically distinct variations of the BMC protein domain. The
canonical form is the BMC-H shell protein; it is the most abundant, contains a single BMC
domain and forms a cyclic homohexamer (Fig 2A) [23]. An alternate topological form of
lesser-understood function occurs in the form of permuted BMC proteins [29]. These contain
a single, essentially intact BMC domain with a circular permutation. This circular permutation
results in a reordering of the amino acid sequence but a similar overall BMC protein fold (Fig
2B), with some of these structures revealing a high degree of flexibility and symmetry-breaking
[28, 31]. The BMC-T (T stands for tandem) category of proteins consists of two tandem
repeats of the BMC domain. BMC-Ts are cyclic trimers that form pseudohexamers (Fig 2C)
whose overall shape closely resemble a canonical BMC hexamer [28, 33, 34]. Further variations
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exist within the BMC-T type, with some also exhibiting circular permutations. In some cases,
BMC-T shell proteins have been shown to undergo large conformational changes between
closed and open pore states, with critical implications for regulated transport [28, 33–36].
Moreover, some BMC-Ts and even some BMC-H shell proteins have been found to bind iron-
sulfur clusters in their central pores [12, 30, 37]. Finally, BMV proteins (sometimes referred to
as BMC-P) are cyclic homopentamers that form the vertices of bacterial microcompartments
(Fig 2D) [15, 20, 38, 39]. These are based on the Pfam03319 protein domain, which is entirely
unrelated in sequence and structure from the BMC protein domain family. The sophisticated
mechanistic features of MCPs emphasize their qualification as true organelles in bacteria, built
from proteins rather than a lipid bilayer.

Notwithstanding their wide distribution and the extensive investigation into their outer
shells, microcompartments remain only partially understood. To date, more than 150 bacterial
microcompartment-related structures have been characterized and deposited in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) (Fig 3). Various items of information about each structure–organism, amino
acid sequence, functional name, etc.–are generally available, but other critical insights about
structure and function are difficult to sort out from the raw data as it is typically presented,
and this challenge is especially true for non-experts that have minimal familiarity with the
PDB protein structure database. Because understanding quaternary structure–i.e. protein
assembly states–is especially critical to understanding elements of MCP function, we viewed
the challenges associated with identifying natural assembly forms as a major barrier for novices
trying to generate and understand the natural biological forms of MCP shell proteins. We have

Fig 1. Bacterial microcompartments (MCPs) are large proteinaceous assemblies that function as metabolic organelles. (A) Negative stain electron micrograph of
purified Pdu MCPs (scale bar: 50 nm). MCP shells are assembled primarily from proteins belonging to the BMC family (B), which are hexameric or trimeric
pseudohexamers (C). (D) Hexameric and pseudohexameric BMC shell proteins pack laterally to form the facets while pentameric BMV proteins (lime green) of
unrelated structure form the vertices (D). (E) An idealized model of a microcompartment with external shell proteins and encapsulated enzymes. Most natural MCP
shells are not as geometrically regular as depicted here by the icosahedral architecture.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g001
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also addressed MCP-specific aspects of form and function that are not easily discerned from
raw structure files. Discrimination of diverse topological forms of BMC proteins is also pro-
vided. This is usually non-obvious from raw structural data files, and these structural varia-
tions often relate to important properties of the pores (e.g. ‘open’ or ‘closed’), which are routes
for metabolite transport.

A distinct class of prokaryotic nanocompartments, known as encapsulins, has also come
under recent investigation. Like MCPs, encapsulins are protein-based compartments from
diverse prokaryotes that facilitate compartmentalization and cellular organization [40, 41].
They are icosahedral shells between 25–42 nm in diameter and capable of encapsulating one
or more cargo proteins [40–42]. Encapsulin proteins are distinct from the BMC and BMV pro-
teins of MCPs; structural similarity indicates that the encapsulin protein shares a common
ancestor with the capsid proteins from the HK97 family of viruses [41]. Encapsulin shells gen-
erally require only a single protomer, which self-assembles to form the outer shell [41, 43, 44].
A growing body of research has demonstrated that encapsulins are capable of mitigating oxi-
dative stress and functioning as iron storage containers [41, 43–46].

A growing appreciation of the uniqueness and biological importance of MCPs and other
nanocompartments, an expanding body of data on their shell proteins, and current paucity of

Fig 2. Cartoon representations of four bacterial microcompartment shell proteins. A single monomer is highlighted and presented in the context of the biological
assembly, with a color-ramped (blue = N-terminus; red = C-terminus) version of the monomer adjacent to each structure. (A) A representative hexameric BMC shell
protein (BMC-H) (PDB 2EWH) [24]. (B) A representative permuted BMC shell protein (PDB 6XPI) [31]. (C) A representative trimeric BMC shell protein (BMC-T)
(PDB 3I82) [28]. (D) A representative BMV shell protein (PDB 4I7A) [15].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g002
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systematic annotation, motivated the development of a centralized database to address these
knowledge gaps. Making bacterial microcompartments more accessible to not only structural
experts but to a broader scientific audience should help advance this growing field of biology.
Here, we describe the development of a novel database, MCPdb: The Bacterial Microcompart-
ment Database (https://mcpdb.mbi.ucla.edu/). While metabolic compartments based on the
common BMC protein architecture are the main focus of this database, we also make connec-
tions to other systems by including structural information on encapsulins. We collected all
known bacterial microcompartment protein structures and assembled a novel online tool that
provides users with simplified searching capabilities, structural and biophysical annotations
and multiple visualization avenues for examining microcompartment biological assemblies.
Most importantly, all structures in MCPdb have been validated–that is to say, quaternary
structures have been manually confirmed using human-expertise-based curation.

Materials and methods

Data collection and curation

MCPdb is built by extracting relevant data from the Protein Data Bank [47] and UniProt [48].
We compiled a list of 163 bacterial microcompartment and encapsulin-related structures. A
preliminary list of relevant structures was obtained using keyword searches through the PDB
web server (https://www.rcsb.org/). An initial search of the term microcompartment yielded

Fig 3. Growth over time of known microcompartment-related structures. There are currently 163 microcompartment and encapsulin-related protein
structures deposited in the PDB. Structures were identified by using “microcompartment,” “carboxysome” and “encapsulin” as search terms in the PDB. The
amino acid sequence of a few representative BMCs and BMVs were also used to ensure we identified all microcompartment shell proteins that have been
deposited in the PDB.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g003
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112 structures that required manual validation and verification, resulting in a total of 98 struc-
tures related to MCPs. In order to curate a more comprehensive list, we performed searches of
structures using the amino acid sequences of representative BMC-H, BMC-T, BMV and per-
muted BMC structures. With the addition of several structures from the unrelated encapsulins,
MCPdb presently consists of 163 structures (Fig 4). We performed an HTML-based query to
collect relevant information including structure resolution, deposition authors and citations
(Fig 5). After generating a master list of PDB IDs, we curated their corresponding amino acid
sequences obtained from UniProt. A total of 91 unique UniProt IDs gives rise to the 163 sepa-
rate PDB structures.

Fig 4. Distribution of protein structure types in the MCPdb. More than 60% of all structures are microcompartment BMC shell
proteins (BMC-H, permuted BMC, BMC-T) or pentamers (BMV), with larger icosahedral assemblies comprising 4%, internal enzymes
comprising 18% and other microcompartment associated proteins comprising 13%. Encapsulin structures make up the remaining 5% of
the MCPdb.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g004
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Upon collecting all relevant data from the PDB and UniProt, we assigned a series of classifi-
cations and annotations to each structure. While individual PDB IDs were used as a key for
pertinent structural information, the UniProt IDs were used to provide additional protein
details (Fig 5). Each structure in the database has been assigned an MCP Type, MCP Classifica-
tion, Protein Type and Topology, and Observed Assembly Form (Fig 6). MCP Type broadly cate-
gorizes each structure as a carboxysome, a metabolosome or an encapsulin, while MCP
Classification provides more details about the microcompartment based on its metabolic func-
tion, distinguishing between alpha/beta carboxysomes, and the different metabolosome types
including the propanediol utilization MCP, ethanolamine utilization MCP and others. We
likewise categorized each structure by intrinsic characteristics including Protein Type and
Topology and Observed Assembly Form. While the Protein Type and Topology are inherent and
describe the type of protein for a given structure (i.e. BMC-H, BMC-T, BMV, etc.), the
Observed Assembly Form describes the experimental crystal packing (in some cases) and pre-
sumptive quaternary architectures.

SQL tables were created to link PDB IDs, UniProt IDs and annotations. In order to con-
struct our database, we utilized a Linux server running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS and MySQL version
5.7. CSV files of the PDB data, UniProt data and annotations were converted into SQL tables
with the construction of a linker table to join the tables in the query and to establish the one-
to-many relationships between PDB IDs and UniProt IDs (Fig 7). One UniProt can be associ-
ated with numerous PDBs (i.e. if the same protein has been structurally characterized in the
context of multiple experiments) and one PDB can be associated with numerous UniProts (i.e.
if the structure characterized is comprised of proteins of more than one identity). We then
generated a series of PHP scripts to query the data and populate our website content. Struc-
tures on MCPdb are organized and called by their four-character PDB ID.

Fig 5. Data sources and annotations for entries in the MCPdb. Key structural information from the PDB as well as associated protein information from
UniProt are used to describe each entry. The PDB is the primary link to UniProt IDs. The PDB data file provides information about the Observed Assembly
Form for the protein, and UniProt provides information from which the protein topology (e.g. circular permutations and domain duplications) can be
discerned. These data sources and the literature are used to annotate the MCP functional type and subclassification.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g005
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File curation and preparation

In order to construct a centralized microcompartment database, we extracted and compiled
relevant files including PDBs, biological assemblies, and FASTA amino acid sequence files

Fig 7. Entity relationship diagram of the MCPdb as a MySQL database. Boxes show the primary data sources and the linker table used to join the tables in the
queries. Primary keys (PK) have been identified.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g007

Fig 6. MCPdb entry annotations. MCP Type indicates the broad metabolic category. MCP Classification further distinguishes between the different metabolic
subtypes of carboxysomes and metabolosomes. Protein Type and Topology describe properties inherent to the protein tertiary structure. Lastly, Observed Assembly
Form describes protein quaternary characteristics of the experimentally described structure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g006
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with the goal of providing these files to the end user. We also sought to provide users with
numerous modes of interacting with each structure. To appeal to experts and novices alike, we
incorporated: (1) an interactive 3D viewer for rapid structure interrogation, (2) ready-to-use
PyMOL graphics sessions for streamlined figure preparation, and (3) images for quickly view-
ing and interpreting structures while browsing the database.

All files are housed on our permanent institutional web server using the PDB ID as the pri-
mary identifier. With the master list of 163 PDB IDs, we utilized a wget command to pull
atomic coordinates of all structures in the form of.pdb and.cif files onto our Linux server,
which are available to our users as downloads. We were also able to retrieve nearly 60% of the
correctly named and trimmed biological assemblies using the program PISA [49]. The biologi-
cal assemblies that were generated by PISA and migrated to our server were validated for accu-
racy. The remaining structures whose biological assemblies could not be successfully
generated with PISA required manual intervention; the need for this step highlights one of the
key utilities of the database. Because a structure file may contain multiple sets of coordinates
for the same set of atoms (that are distinguished by unique models), we used PyMOL to create
new.pdb files in which we assigned a unique chain ID to each chain so that these biological
assemblies can be easily loaded, free of multiple objects and multiple states. These validated
biological assemblies have been cleaned to exclude most small molecules judged to not reflect
biological function (e.g. crystallization buffer molecules, etc.). In a few select cases, the natural
biological assembly form of a BMC protein remains uncertain (some BMC-T trimers tend to
occur in structural studies in the form of two stacked disks). In those cases, users can access
alternate assembly forms. MCPdb also provides relevant sequence information in the form of.
fasta and.txt files. FASTA-formatted sequences for each structure were retrieved from the
PDB; these reflect the actual sequence of the experimentally characterized protein, which can
include mutations and the addition of protein purification tags. The native, unmodified pro-
tein amino acid sequences (.txt) are extracted from the UniProt data using a PHP query. These
files are also available as downloads (Fig 8).

We incorporated an interactive 3D viewer that enables users to dynamically engage with
most of the MCPdb structures without the need to download additional molecular visualiza-
tion software (Fig 8). The mutation position imaging toolbox (MuPIT) is a browser-based
visualization application originally designed for novice structure investigators [50]. By inte-
grating this unmodified software into our database, we provide users the opportunity to
quickly visualize structures of interests on desktop and mobile-based browsers. Users may
view ribbon, line and stick models of each structure. About 8% of structures were too large for
the interactive viewer (some contain as many as 540 protein chains), in which cases the server
offers movies (created in PyMOL) that dynamically change views and toggle through ribbon
and surface renderings of the structure of interest. The short movies of these structures are
played in the browser and can also be downloaded and saved locally.

Additionally, we provide ready-to-use PyMOL session files (.pse) as optional downloads.
These are functional even for the largest of the structures. After curating and manually validat-
ing our library of biological assemblies, we prepared a series of PyMOL sessions (Fig 8). For
each structure, we provide users with a cartoon and surface representation of each structure.
Structures are colored such that users can rapidly distinguish between multiple polypeptide
chains. Surface representations are semi-transparent for easy viewing. We have also pre-loaded
short movies so that users are immediately presented with a rotating view of the selected struc-
ture upon launching the PyMOL session. Rendering surface representations of large struc-
tures, including cages and closed shells, is computationally taxing and can crash PyMOL
under some computer user configurations. To overcome these challenges, we employed vari-
ous lesser-known PyMOL strategies. By reducing the surface quality and altering the Gaussian
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resolution option in the Fourier filtering representation prior to generating isosurface maps,
we were able to create surface representations, even for the largest structures, which are visu-
ally informative while requiring significantly reduced computing power. Our uniform PyMOL
sessions create an effortless way for novice PyMOL users to interact with each of the 163 struc-
tures and a simple way of preparing accurate and illustrative figures. Lastly, we generated a
series of three figure-ready images (.pngs) for users to scroll through as they are browsing a
structure on MCPdb (Fig 8). Based on specifically crafted PyMOL sessions, we exported a
series of views as.pngs and added these as sliders to each entry in the MCPdb. We additionally
created and included N to C-terminus color-ramped cartoon diagrams of the asymmetric unit
of each structure in the image slider.

Fig 8. Flow chart depicting data curation and generation, website infrastructure and goals for future development.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g008
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Website construction

Following database curation, we generated a user-friendly browser interface. The MCPdb
infrastructure was created using WordPress, HTML, CSS and JavaScript. We utilized the
WordPress graphical user interface (GUI) to build the landing page and accessory information
pages. We used HTML, CSS and JavaScript to generate a template page that displays select
information for each structure. We replicated and auto-populated data fields in this template
for each of the 163 structures using a PHP script. We also created a series of queries to provide
our users with seamless and intuitive search features. Infrastructure for simple searches based
on key words and more complex filtering searches were also created using PHP.

Results and discussion

Database description

MCPdb is available at https://mcpdb.mbi.ucla.edu, a permanent institutional URL managed
by the UCLA-DOE Institute for Genomics and Proteomics. MCPdb was created in order to
compile and consolidate structures related to MCPs, and encapsulin structures that are known
at this time. More importantly, MCPdb was designed to provide users with readily available
structural and biophysical annotations as well as validated biological assemblies. The current
version of our database pulls together 163 structures from the PDB (comprising 91 unique
UniProts) and a collection of curated files and utilities that are available for in-browser viewing
and download (Fig 8). Downloads include PDB files, biological assembly structures (pdb for-
mat), files for biological and experimental protein sequences, and ready-to-use PyMOL session
files. Users can view rendered images of each structure or interact with them in 3D within the
browser. In alignment with our philosophy of introducing new users to the field, MCPdb is
freely available and optimized for accessibility on desktops, tablets and mobile devices (Fig 9).

Web interface

MCPdb provides a simple and interactive framework for users to explore bacterial microcom-
partments and encapsulins. Upon navigating to the home page, users are presented with a
brief database description and provided with links that navigate to a summary page, search
page and a quick-start guide. As users explore MCPdb, they are introduced to high-level infor-
mation about MCPs and their characteristic shell proteins. As they navigate to an individual
entry page, users are provided with images of the structure and relevant annotations including
MCP Type, MCP Classification, Protein Type and Topology and Observed Assembly Form (Fig
9). Users can scroll down for additional information related to the structure and authorship,
they can download validated structure files and ready-made PyMOL sessions or they can view
the structure in 3D within their browser. We additionally provide a Get Connected page to
allow users to request assistance and provide feedback.

Comparison to other databases

The MCPdb combines data available from other sources, including the PDB [30] and UniProt
[31], with curation and substantial post-processing. The various curation and postprocessing
protocols add considerable value compared to currently available data repositories. Presenta-
tion of correct biological assembly states is often a challenge for structures obtained by crystal-
lographic methods, and as noted above this is a critical aspect of interrogating MCP structure
and function. Vital information, and search capacity, is also provided concerning metabolic
function types and unique topological features in the BMC protein family; these features relate
to functional differences in their assembly and their roles in molecular transport. There are
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some parallels between MCPs and viral capsids, and indeed the need for a database that curates
biological assembly forms for viral capsids was recognized some years ago with the develop-
ment of the VIPERdb database [51]. Similarly, other specialized databases that systematically
collect, annotate and process structures using expert curation, including KLIFS (Kinase–
Ligand Interaction Fingerprints and Structures), have provided researchers with valuable fea-
ture-rich resources [52]. The MCPdb answers an analogous need for bacterial
microcompartments.

Curation has been applied to remove complicating accessory data (e.g. bound buffer mole-
cules, conflicting polypeptide chain names, etc.), which might otherwise confuse non-expert
users. The integration with multiple modes of visualization, tailored where necessary accord-
ing to size, will facilitate the graphical display and dissemination of information on these spe-
cial biological systems. Attention has been given to providing simple methods of display to
serve the broadest community of users.

Conclusions and future prospects

The MCPdb currently houses 163 microcompartment protein and encapsulin-related struc-
tures. Access to validated biological structures as well as structural and biophysical annotations
is necessary for well-informed scientific investigation surrounding MCPs. As a relatively new
field, the structural biology of MCPs is an area of growing scientific and bioengineering inter-
est [53–64]. Not only a tool for experts in the field, the MCPdb provides novices and young

Fig 9. Screenshot and example of a structure profile on the MCPdb interface. MCPdb has been optimized for use on desktops, tablets and mobile devices.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248269.g009
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students the opportunity to learn about and explore bacterial MCPs. The exceptional biological
role of MCPs as protein-based organelles makes them an attractive subject for young scientists,
as they challenge the textbook paradigm that eukaryotic cells possess mechanistically complex
subcellular organelles while bacterial cells do not.

As the body of structural data on MCPs grows, increased automation will be required to
keep the database current. Ongoing developments will involve methods to periodically survey
the PDB for new microcompartment and encapsulin-related structures, and their associated
data files. Additionally, further efforts will expand the types of information and utilities avail-
able on the database. Subsequent versions will introduce an interactive operon map for explor-
ing the operon structure and genomic context of BMC shell proteins and their associated
encapsulated enzymes. We are also working to provide users with further geometric represen-
tations of the structures, electrostatic potentials, pore properties and graphics files for 3D
printing, as well as an API framework to extend the functionality of MCPdb for future users.
These capabilities will further facilitate access to the field of MCPs for basic and applied
research.
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Synopsis 

Several crystal structures are analyzed for proteins that form the shells of bacterial 

microcompartment organelles.  These new structures are from a microcompartment where the 

metabolic substrate choline diffuses across the shell protein pore. 

 

Abstract 

Bacterial microcompartments are large supramolecular structures comprised of an outer 

proteinaceous shell that encapsulates various enzymes in order to optimize metabolic processes.  

The outer shells of bacterial microcompartments are made of several thousand protein subunits, 

generally forming hexameric building blocks based on the canonical bacterial microcompartment 

(BMC) domain.  Among the diverse metabolic types of bacterial microcompartments, those that 

use glycyl radical enzymes to metabolize choline have not been adequately structurally 

characterized.  Here, we report six structures of the hexameric shell proteins from the type I and 

type II choline utilization microcompartments.  Sequence and structure analysis reveals 

electrostatic surface properties that are shared between the four types of shell proteins described 

here.  
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Introduction 

Bacterial microcompartments, or MCPs, are proteinaceous organelle-like structures found 

in nearly 20% of bacteria  (Jorda et al., 2013).  These supramolecular structures are roughly 100 

– 400 nm in diameter and have evolved to carry out a variety of specialized metabolic functions 

within the confines of a sequestered environment (Chowdhury et al., 2014; Kerfeld et al., 2010; 

Axen et al., 2014; Stewart et al., 2021).  MCPs are comprised of a variety of signature enzymes 

encased within a proteinaceous outer shell that prevents the efflux of toxic or volatile 

intermediates during various multistep enzymatic reactions (Bobik et al., 2015; Kerfeld et al., 

2018).  While MCPs carry out diverse metabolic functions, including CO2 fixation and substrate 

degradation (including 1,2-propanediol and ethanolamine), they are unified by their structural 

similarity; MCPs are built from divergent but homologous families of structural proteins (Kerfeld 

et al., 2010; Cannon et al., 2001; Bobik et al., 2015; Kerfeld & Erbilgin, 2015; Yeates et al., 2008).  

The outer MCP shell is primarily composed of the canonical BMC (bacterial microcompartment) 

domain (Pfam 00936), a roughly 100-residue domain that serves as the functional building block 

for the larger MCP shell (Fig.1) (Tanaka et al., 2008; Yeates et al., 2011, 2013; Kerfeld et al., 

2005; Tsai et al., 2007).  A single BMC domain oligomerizes to form hexameric disks, which bear 

central pores for substrate and product transports, and which pack laterally to form the nearly flat 

facets of the outer MCP shell; pentameric proteins form the vertices of the polyhedral shell (Fig. 

6.1) (Tanaka et al., 2008; Wheatley et al., 2013; Sutter et al., 2017).  For all MCPs, multiple 

paralogs (between two and seven) of different BMC shell proteins are present. 

Recent work has revealed two new types of BMC gene clusters in a wide variety of 

bacteria with subsequent work demonstrating the requirement for these microcompartment genes 

for choline utilization (Craciun & Balskus, 2012; Campo et al., 2015).  The first type (type I) has 

approximately 20 genes while the second (type II) has approximately 16 genes, with both types 

encoding multiple paralogs of the canonical BMC domain (Campo et al., 2015).  Both types of 
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Choline Utilization (Cut) MCPs use a glycyl radical choline TMA (trimethylamine) lyase to catalyze  

the conversion of choline to acetaldehyde and TMA (Herring et al., 2018; Craciun & Balskus, 

2012).  The type II Cut MCP was recently characterized in Escherichia coli 536 (Herring et al., 

2018).  First, choline diffuses across the outer MCP shell to enter the lumen and is subsequently 

converted to acetaldehyde and TMA via TMA lyase and its internal activating enzyme (Craciun & 

Balskus, 2012; Herring et al., 2018).  Acetaldehyde is subsequently converted to acetyl-CoA and 

ethanol while additional downstream products are recycled back into the cell (Craciun & Balskus, 

2012; Herring et al., 2018).  The choline substrate of Cut MCPs is particularly intriguing because, 

unlike the substrates of other well-characterized MCPs, including ethanolamine (for Eut MCPs), 

1,2-propanediol (for Pdu MCPs) and bicarbonate (for Carboxysomes), choline carries a fixed 

(non-titratable) positive charge.  This prompted us to ask whether there are notable differences in 

surface electrostatics between the various homologs that might affect substrate recruitment to the 

MCP. 

To date, there have been a limited number of structural studies that describe BMC shell 

proteins  derived from Cut MCPs, types I and II (Ochoa et al., 2020; Kalnins et al., 2020).  Thus, 

we sought to structurally characterize a library of BMC shell proteins from the type I and type II 

Cut MCPs and investigate differences in surface electrostatics by comparing paralogs and point 

mutants.  Here, we describe the structure of one type I Cut MCP BMC shell protein, CutN, and 

three type II Cut MCP BMC shell proteins and their mutants; CmcA, CmcB and CmcC.  CutN is a 

BMC shell protein from Streptococcus intermedius and CmcA, CmcB and CmcC are BMC shell 

proteins from Escherichia coli 536. 
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Figure 6.1 The BMC domain and bacterial microcompartment assembly principles 

The BMC domain and bacterial microcompartment assembly principles.  (a) All bacterial 

microcompartments contain a canonical BMC domain (Pfam 00936) that oligomerizes to form 

hexamers (b).  (b) Hexameric shell proteins interact along their edges to form flat facets (c) that 

ultimately comprise the bulk of the microcompartment (orange), while pentameric bacterial 

microcompartment vertex proteins (teal), belonging to an evolutionary unrelated protein family, 

cap the vertices (d).  (d) An idealized rendering of an icosahedral bacterial microcompartment.  

Microcompartments are generally more irregular in shape. 
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Materials and methods 

Macromolecule production 

For all structures, we purchased codon-optimized gBlock Gene Fragments from Integrated 

DNA Technologies (IDT).  All constructs were ordered with a non-cleavable N-terminal His-6 

purification tag and an edge lysine (K25 or K27 depending on residue position) mutation which 

facilitates recombinant BMC protein expression and purification.  The position and type of 

mutation are indicated in Table 1.  An additional mutation near the central pore of the dimpled 

BMC face (E35G) was introduced to CmcB and CmcC in order to investigate the ramifications of 

neutralizing the charged glutamate residue at this position. 

The various gBlocks were inserted into either a pET-22b(+) or pET-24a(+) expression 

vectors using the NdeI and HindIII restriction endonuclease sites (Table 1).  We used the 

BL21(DE3) E. coli expression system (New England Biolabs) to express recombinant proteins.  

For recombinant protein expression, we used 6 mL 1mg/mL ampicillin or kanamycin-

supplemented (Table 6.1) LB broth cultures that were grown overnight at 37˚C, shaking.  These 

overnight cultures were used to inoculate 1L of TB medium or LB medium and expression that 

was also supplemented with ampicillin or kanamycin (Table 6.1).  Cells expressing CmcB and 

CutN, were grown in kanamycin-supplemented TB and induced with 1mM IPTG at OD600 = 1.2 

and subsequently expressed for two hours at 30˚ C.  Cells harbouring CmcA, CmcB E35G, CmcC 

and CmcC E35G were grown in ampicillin-supplemented LB and induced with ZYP-5052 

autoinduction sugars (Liu & Naismith, 2008) and grown at 20˚ overnight.    

All cells were subsequently harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 x g for 15 minutes at 4˚C.  

Excess media was decanted and cells were resuspended in a lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris, 

pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (Pierce Protease Inhibitor Tables, EDTA-

Free, Thermo Scientific), lysozyme (Sigma), DNase (Sigma) and RNase (Sigma).  Cells were 
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vortexed to ensure uniform resuspension and subsequently lysed via sonication.  Lysates were 

clarified by centrifugation at 15,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4˚C.   

Recombinant proteins were subject to a two-step purification to ensure homogenous, high-

purity samples.  Clarified lysates were applied to a pre-equilibrated nickel immobilized metal 

affinity chromatography (IMAC) gravity column (HisPur Ni-NTA Resin, Thermo Scientific).  Non-

specific proteins were washed using five column volumes of a buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 

8.0, 300 mM NaCl and 25 mM imidazole.  The His-6 tagged recombinant proteins of interest were 

subsequently eluted and collected with a buffer containing 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 

300 mM imidazole and 10% glycerol.  Eluted recombinant proteins were concentrated and 

immediately subject to a second round of purification.  Concentrated proteins were subsequently 

passed over a gel-filtration column (Superdex 200 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) and buffer 

exchanged into a final buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl.  All recombinant 

proteins were concentrated down using 10 KDa MWCO Amicon Ultra concentrators (Millipore) 

and syringe-filtered through 0.22 µm filters (Millipore).  Recombinant proteins were either 

immediately used for crystallization experiments or flash frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at 

-80˚C. 

Crystallization 

We were able to obtain diffraction quality crystals for all constructs using a TTP Labtech 

robotic mosquito to set up broad screens in 96-well hanging-drop vapor diffusion format.  Based 

on commercially available screens, set up at 22˚ C, diffraction-quality crystals were obtained 

without the need for substantial optimization.  While we observed several crystal forms of varied 

morphologies in numerous conditions (Fig. 6.2), the most prevalent forms were flat hexagonal 

disks (Fig. 6.2c).  Final concentrations and crystallization conditions are summarized in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.1 Macromolecule production  

 

Data collection and processing 

X-ray diffraction data sets were collected in-house and at the Advanced Photon Source in Chicago 

on beamlines 24-ID-C and 24-ID-E (NE-CAT).  The home-source beam was a RIGAKU-FR-E+ 

and is equipped with a RIGAKU RAXIS HTC detector, while the NECAT-24IDC and NECAT-

24IDE beamlines were equipped with a Pilatus 6M-F detector and a Dectris Eiger 16M detector, 

respectively.  After data collection, intensities were indexed, integrated and scaled using XDS and 

XSCALE and converted to structure-factor amplitudes with XDSCONV (Kabsch, 2010).  Complete 

collection and processing data are summarized in Table 6.3.  

Construct CmcA CmcB CmcB E35G CmcC CmcC E35G CutN 

PDB Code 7MGP 7MPW 7MN4 7MPV 7MPX 7MMX 

Source 
organism 

Escherichia 
coli 536 

Escherichia 
coli 536 

Escherichia 
coli 536 

Escherichia 
coli 536 

Escherichia 
coli 536 

Streptococcu
s intermedius 

DNA source Synthesized 
gBlock 

Synthesized 
gBlock 

Synthesized 
gBlock 

Synthesized 
gBlock 

Synthesized 
gBlock 

Synthesized 
gBlock 

Cloning and 
expression 
vector 

pET-22b(+) pET-24a(+) pET-22b(+) pET-22b(+) pET-22b(+) pET-24a(+) 

Expression 
host 

Escherichia 
coli 
BL21(DE3) 

Escherichia 
coli 
BL21(DE3) 

Escherichia 
coli 
BL21(DE3) 

Escherichia 
coli 
BL21(DE3) 

Escherichia 
coli 
BL21(DE3) 

Escherichia 
coli 
BL21(DE3) 

Complete 
amino acid 
sequence of 
the construct 
produced 

MHHHHHHMGDALG
LIETKGLVACIAA
ADAMCASANVELI
GYENIGSGLVTVM
VKGDVGAVKASVD
SGLESAQHIGEVV
TSLVIARPHNDIN
KIVIKHKA 

MHHHHHHMGDALG
LIETKGLVACIEA
ADAMCDAANVELI
GYENVGSGLVTAM
VKGDVGAVKAAVD
SGVESAQRIGEVV
TSLVIARPHNDIN
KIVSHYKITD 

MHHHHHHMGDALG
LIETKGLVACIEA
ADAMCAAANVELI
GYGNVGSGLVTAM
VKGDVGAVKAAVD
SGVESAQRIGEVV
TSLVIARPHNDIN
KIVSHYKITD 

MHHHHHHMREALG
LIETKGLVACIEA
ADAMCAAANVELI
GYENVGSGLVTAM
VKGDVGAVNAAVD
SGVEAARRIGEVV
TSRVIARPHNDIE
KIASQHKA 

MHHHHHHMREALG
LIETKGLVACIEA
ADAMCAAANVELI
GYGNVGSGLVTAM
VKGDVGAVNAAVD
SGVEAARRIGEVV
TSRVIARPHNDIE
KIASQHKA 

MHHHHHHMNSE
ALGMIETKGLV
GSIEAADAMVD
AANVTLIGKEH
VGGGLVTVLVR
GDVGAVKAATD
AGAAAAQRVGE
LVSVHVIPRPH
IEVETILPHSK 

Mutations K25A K25D K25A, E35G K25A K25A, E35G K27D 

Antibiotic Ampicillin Kanamycin Ampicillin Ampicillin Ampicillin Kanamycin 
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Figure 6.2 Crystal forms used for the determination of BMC structures 

Crystal forms used for the determination of BMC structures.  Photographs of (a) CmcA hexagonal 

disk-shaped crystals belonging to the P6 space group, (b) CmcB crystals belonging to the P1 

space group and two CutN crystal forms (c,d).  The most common morphologies across the 

proteins under study were flat hexagonal disks (c). 
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Table 6.2 Crystallization 

 

Structure solution and refinement 

We used molecular replacement to determine the structures of all four BMC shell proteins and 

their point mutants.  PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) was used to perform molecular replacement 

for all six structures.  We used a BMC homolog, 4QIV, from a microcompartment of unknown 

function from Aeromonas hydrophila as models for CmcA and CmcB.  We used 4AXJ, a BMC 

homolog from the ethanolamine utilization MCP (Pitts et al., 2012) as a model for CutN.  Lastly, 

we used an early model of CmcB as a model for molecular replacement for CmcB E35G, CmcC 

and CmcC E35G.  All models were built using Coot (Emsley & Cowtan, 2004) and refined using 

Phenix (Adams et al., 2002), Refmac (Winn et al., 2011) and Buster (Bricogne G., Blanc E., Brandl 

M., Flensburg C., Keller P., Paciorek W., & Roversi P, Sharff A., Smart O.S., Vonrhein C., 

Womack T.O., 2017).  Because of the higher resolution data (1.8 Å) we obtained for the CmcB 

point mutant, we used CmcB E35G as an external reference structure and Buster in subsequent 

rounds of CmcB refinement.  We utilized this strategy to apply external geometric restraints in 

Construct CmcA CmcB CmcB E35G CmcC CmcC E35G CutN 

PDB Code 7MGP 7MPW 7MN4 7MPV 7MPX 7MMX 

Method Hanging-drop 

vapor 
diffusion 

Hanging-drop 

vapor 
diffusion 

Hanging-drop 

vapor 
diffusion 

Hanging-drop 

vapor 
diffusion 

Hanging-drop 

vapor 
diffusion 

Hanging-drop 

vapor 
diffusion 

Condition Wizard D1 SS12 B5 JCSG D2 JCSG B4 PACT A3 Wizard F3 

Temperature  294K 294K 294K 294K 294K 294K 

Protein 
concentration  

22.0 mg/mL 11.5 mg/mL 9.5 mg/mL 29.3 mg/mL 13.8 mg/mL 9.5 mg/mL 

Buffer 
composition of 
protein solution 

50 mM Tris, 
pH 8.0, 150 
mM NaCl 

50 mM Tris, 
pH 8.0, 150 
mM NaCl 

50 mM Tris, 
pH 8.0, 150 
mM NaCl 

50 mM Tris, 
pH 8.0, 150 
mM NaCl 

50 mM Tris, 
pH 8.0, 150 
mM NaCl 

50 mM Tris, 
pH 8.0, 150 
mM NaCl 

Composition of 
reservoir 
solution 

2.5 M NaCl, 
0.1 M 
Imidazole/ 
Hydrochloric 
acid pH 8.0 

1.0 M Sodium 
acetate 
trihydrate, 0.1 
M Imidazole 
pH 6.5 

0.2 M MgCl2, 
0.1 M Sodium 
HEPES pH 
7.5, 30% PEG 
400 

0.1 M 
HEPES pH 
7.5, 10% 
PEG 8000, 
8% Ethylene 
glycol 

0.1 M SPG 
buffer pH 6.0, 
25% PEG 
1500 

1.26 M 
(NH)4SO4, 
0.1 M 
HEPES/ 
NaOH pH 7.5 
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order to compensate for the moderate resolution (3.0 Å) of CmcB.  Final refinement statistics are 

summarized in Table 6.4.  

Table 6.3 Data collection and processing 

 

Construct CmcA CmcB CmcB E35G CmcC CmcC E35G CutN 

PDB Code 7MGP 7MPW 7MN4 7MPV 7MPX 7MMX 

Diffraction source APS-

NECAT-

24IDC 

RIGAKU-

FR-E+ 

APS-

NECAT-

24IDC 

APS-

NECAT-

24IDC 

APS-

NECAT-

24IDC 

APS-

NECAT-

24IDE 

Wavelength (Å) 0.9786 1.5418 0.9786 0.9786 0.9786 0.97918 

Temperature  100K 100K 100K 100K 100K 100K 

Detector Pilatus 6M-F RIGAKU 

RAXIS HTC 

Pilatus 6M-F Pilatus 6M-F Pilatus 6M-F Dectris Eiger 

16M 

Crystal-detector 
distance (mm) 

250 170 350 400 350 300 

Rotation range per 
image (°) 

0.25 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.50 

Total rotation 
range (°) 

277 180 360 360 360 360 

Exposure time per 
image (s) 

0.247 300 0.247 0.247 0.247 0.25 

Space group P6 P1 P21 P1 P21 C2 

a, b, c (Å)  68.86, 68.86, 

27.78 

36.22, 52.40, 

61.16 

67.39, 62.73, 

67.39 

50.60, 56.29, 

92.03 

66.57, 61.0, 

66.61 

107.50, 

49.66, 92.41 

α, β, γ (°)  90.00, 90.00, 

120.00 

107.43, 

96.58, 101.96 

90.00, 119.95 

90.00 

96.305, 

90.083, 

98.546 

90.00, 

119.92, 90.00 

90.00, 

93.834, 90.00 

Mosaicity (°)  0.066 0.317  0.102   
Resolution range 
(Å) 

59.6-1.65 

(1.69-1.65) 

57.3-3.00 

(3.07-3.00) 

58.4-1.80 

(1.84-1.80) 

91.5-2.3 

(2.35-2.30) 

57.7-2.1 

(2.15-2.10) 

92.2-1.90 

(1.95-1.92) 

Total No. of 
reflections 

91175 31090 233088 152490 134627 249994 

No. of unique 
reflections 

9272 8055 44058 41777 26358 38026 

Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 97.1 (90.4) 96.4 (90.3) 93.2 (83.9) 96.1 (95.3) 98.5 (89.0) 

Redundancy 9.83 (9.632) 3.85 (3.68) 5.29 (5.1) 3.65 (3.4) 5.11 (5.0) 6.57 (4.9) 

〈 I/σ(I)〉  19.5 (3.1) 12.3 (2.32) 9.1 (2.1) 8.7 (1.71) 6.83 (0.87) 14.97 (2.25) 
Rr.i.m.  0.069 (0.685)  0.108 (0.702) 0.093 (0.597) 0.091 (0.744) 0.118 (1.597) 0.078 (0.794)  
Overall B factor 
(Å2)  

24.57 70.10 31.83 70.11 61.62 33.41 
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† The resolution at which I/σ(I) falls below 2.0 are 2.29 Å (CmcC) and 2.27 Å (CmcC E35G), 

however the overall completeness and CC1/2 suggests that resolutions of 2.3 Å (CmcC) and 2.1 

Å (CmcC E35G) are appropriate for this data set.  Overall CC1/2 for CmcC and CmcC E35G are 

both 99.8%.  CC1/2 for the outer shell are 87.5% (CmcC) and 73.0% (CmcC E35G).  Values for 

the outer shell are given in parentheses. 
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Table 6.4 Structure solution and refinement 

 

Values for the outer shell are given in parentheses 

 

Construct CmcA CmcB CmcB E35G CmcC CmcC E35G CutN 

PDB Code 7MGP 7MPW 7MN4 7MPV 7MPX 7MMX 

Resolution range 
(Å) 

59.63-1.65  

(1.66-1.65) 

57.30-3.00 

(3.03-3.00) 

58.4-1.80 

(1.82-1.80) 

91.46-2.29 

(2.31-2.29) 

57.3-2.10 

(2.14-2.10) 

92.20 – 1.90  

(1.92-1.90) 

Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 97.4 (90.4) 96.16 (83.0) 93.2 (83.9) 94.8 (91.0) 98.4 (83.4) 

σ cutoff  0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. of reflections, 
working set 

9272 (181) 8055 (181) 43821 (1147) 41777 (753) 25881 (1204) 38026 (685) 

No. of reflections, 
test set 

928 (21) 806 (21) 4380 (128) 4178 (83) 2584 (135) 3803 (76) 

Final Rcryst  0.212 (0.320) 0.221 (0.325) 0.200 (0.368) 0.233 (0.415) 0.237 (0.521) 0.212 (0.326) 

Final Rfree  0.233 (0.395) 0.257 (0.254) 0.240 (0.402) 0.269 (0.514) 0.283 (0.555) 0.236 (0.338) 

Cruickshank DPI 0.112 0.473 0.334 0.43 0.212 0.165 

No. of non-H 
atoms 

       

 Protein 647 3320 3889 7267 3304 3607 

 Ion 0 0 0 0 5 20 

 Water 27 7 188 132 47 171 

 Total 674 3327 4077 7399 3356 3798 

R.m.s. deviations        

 Bonds (Å) 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.008 

 Angles (°) 1.02 0.990 0.769 0.830 0.864 0.950 

Average B 
factors (Å2)  

 
     

 Protein 29.9 70.2 31.53 70.3 61.6 33.02 

 Ion n/a n/a n/a n/a 97.9 49.7 

 Water 36.1 34.9 38.0 58.3 58.2 40.0 

Ramachandran 
plot  

        

 Favoured (%) 100 99.8 100 98.7 99.4 99.6 

 Allowed (%) 100 0.2 0 1.2 0.6 0.4 

 Outliers (%) 100 0 0 0.1 0 0 

 

Construct CmcA CmcB CmcB E35G CmcC CmcC E35G CutN 

PDB Code 7MGP 7MPW 7MN4 7MPV 7MPX 7MMX 

Resolution range 
(Å) 

59.63-1.65  

(1.66-1.65) 

57.30-3.00 

(3.03-3.00) 

58.4-1.80 

(1.82-1.80) 

91.46-2.29 

(2.31-2.29) 

57.3-2.10 

(2.14-2.10) 

92.20 – 1.90  

(1.92-1.90) 

Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 97.4 (90.4) 96.16 (83.0) 93.2 (83.9) 94.8 (91.0) 98.4 (83.4) 

σ cutoff  0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. of reflections, 
working set 

9272 (181) 8055 (181) 43821 (1147) 41777 (753) 25881 (1204) 38026 (685) 

No. of reflections, 
test set 

928 (21) 806 (21) 4380 (128) 4178 (83) 2584 (135) 3803 (76) 

Final Rcryst  0.212 (0.320) 0.221 (0.325) 0.200 (0.368) 0.233 (0.415) 0.237 (0.521) 0.212 (0.326) 

Final Rfree  0.233 (0.395) 0.257 (0.254) 0.240 (0.402) 0.269 (0.514) 0.283 (0.555) 0.236 (0.338) 

Cruickshank DPI 0.112 0.473 0.334 0.43 0.212 0.165 

No. of non-H 
atoms 

       

 Protein 647 3320 3889 7267 3304 3607 

 Ion 0 0 0 0 5 20 

 Water 27 7 188 132 47 171 

 Total 674 3327 4077 7399 3356 3798 

R.m.s. deviations        

 Bonds (Å) 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.008 

 Angles (°) 1.02 0.990 0.769 0.830 0.864 0.950 

Average B 
factors (Å2)  

 
     

 Protein 29.9 70.2 31.53 70.3 61.6 33.02 

 Ion n/a n/a n/a n/a 97.9 49.7 

 Water 36.1 34.9 38.0 58.3 58.2 40.0 

Ramachandran 
plot  

        

 Favoured (%) 100 99.8 100 98.7 99.4 99.6 

 Allowed (%) 100 0.2 0 1.2 0.6 0.4 

 Outliers (%) 100 0 0 0.1 0 0 
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Results and discussion 

Structural characterization 

Here, we characterized a library of BMC shell proteins from the choline utilization MCP, 

types I and II.  We determined the structures of four BMC shell proteins and two point mutants to 

final resolutions between 1.7 – 3.0 Å.  This work reveals the structure of four BMC shell proteins 

that contain the characteristic secondary structure elements of the BMC domain.  The BMC 

domain (Pfam 00936) is a roughly 100-residue domain that consists of a 4-stranded anti-parallel 

beta-sheet sandwiched between three alpha-helices (Fig. 6.3).     

CmcA (PDB ID 7MGP) formed 26 µm crystals (Fig. 6.2a) in a solution containing 2.5 M 

sodium chloride, 0.1 M imidazole/hydrochloric acid at pH 8.0 (Table 6.2) and diffracted to a 

resolution of 1.7 Å (Table 6.3).  These crystals belonged to the P6 hexagonal space group and 

contained a single monomer in the asymmetric unit.  The electron density map was of sufficient 

quality for modelling a portion of the N-terminal His-6 tag, residues 3-91 and twenty-seven ordered 

waters (Fig. 6.4a).  Additional refinement statistics are summarized in Table 4. 

CmcB (PDB ID 7MPW) formed up to 50 µm crystals (Fig. 6.2b) in a solution containing 

1.0 M sodium acetate trihydrate and 0.1 M imidazole at pH 6.5 (Table 6.2) and diffracted to a 

resolution of 3.0 Å (Table 6.3).  Crystals that gave rise to this structure belonged to the P1 space 

group.  CmcB contains one full hexamer (comprised of six monomers) in the asymmetric unit.  

Because of the slightly poorer resolution, we were only able to model residues 3-86, and observed 

density for seven ordered waters (Fig. 6.4b).  By contrast, the E35G CmcB point mutant (PDB 

7MN4) diffracted to markedly better resolution at 1.8 Å (Table 6.3).  This point mutant crystalized 

in a solution containing 0.2 M magnesium chloride, 0.1 M sodium HEPES at pH 7.5 and 30% PEG 

400 (Table 6.2) in the P21 space group, containing six monomers (one full BMC hexamer) in the 

asymmetric unit.  We were able to model residues 3-93 and observed density for one hundred 

eighty-eight ordered waters (Fig. 6.4c).   
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Figure 6.3 Sequence and secondary structure alignment of the four BMC homologs and associated mutants 

Sequence and secondary structure alignment of the four BMC homologs and associated mutants.  

(a) All four BMC shell proteins and their mutants were aligned using the Clustal Omega multiple 

sequence alignment.  The E56G is highlighted in red and bold-face.  Conserved residues are 

denoted by asterisks (*) and lime-green boxes.  Conservative differences are denoted by one (.) 
or two (:) dots and non-conservative differences are denoted by blank spaces underneath the 

sequence.  Point mutations are colored red.  Secondary structure elements are indicated above 

the sequence with waves representing a-helices and solid arrows representing beta-sheets.  (b) 

Color-ramped cartoon depiction of a single BMC domain.  The N-terminus is blue while the C-

terminus is red.  (c) Structural superimposition - of CmcA (orange), CmcB (lime green), CmcC 

(teal) and CutN (fuchsia).  All four structures were within 0.22 – 0.42 Å RMSD over backbone 

atoms. 
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CmcC (PDB7MPV) crystalized in a solution containing 0.1 M HEPES at pH 7.5, 10% PEG 

8000 and 8% ethylene glycol and diffracted to 2.3 Å resolution.  CmcC crystals belonged to the 

P1 space group and contained twelve monomers in the asymmetric unit (two full BMC hexamers).  

We were able to model most of the protein (residues 1-89), one hundred thirty-two ordered waters 

and portions of the N-terminal His-6 tag (Fig. 6.4d).  The E35G CmcC point mutant (PDB 7MPX) 

diffracted to slightly better resolution at 2.1 Å (Table 6.3).  Diffraction quality crystals in the P21 

space group formed in a solution containing 0.1 M SPG buffer at pH 6.0 and 25% PEG 1500.  

CmcC E35G contained six monomers in the asymmetric unit (one full BMC hexamer).  We were 

able to model residues 2-82, one phosphate ion and forty-seven ordered waters (Fig. 6.4e).   

Lastly, CutN (PDB 7MMX) from the type I Cut MCP, formed numerous crystal 

morphologies including hexagonal plates (Fig. 6.2c) and prisms (Fig. 6.2d).  The final structure 

was determined from crystals that formed in 1.26 M ammonium sulfate and 0.1 M HEPES with 

sodium hydroxide at pH 7.5.  These CutN crystals diffracted to a final resolution of 1.9 Å in the C2 

space group and had six monomers in the asymmetric unit.  We found that these CutN crystals 

contained two half hexamers in the asymmetric unit.  Applying a twofold symmetry operator to 

each monomer in the half-hexamer results in the complete biological assembly, a hexameric 

BMC.  There was sufficient density to model residues 5-92, portions of the N-terminal His-6 tag, 

one hundred seventy-one ordered waters and four sulfate ions.  In one half hexamer (chains A, 

B and C) there are two sulfates with 100% occupancy at a crystallographic interface, and one 

sulfate at the pore with 50% occupancy.  In the second half-hexamer (chains D, E and F), there 

is one sulfate ion at the pore with 50% occupancy.  Figure 4c represents the biological assembly 

generated from chains A, B and C.  Additional refinement statistics are summarized in Table 4.  
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Figure 6.4 Overall structure of the six hexameric BMC shell proteins and point mutants in this study 

Overall structure of the six BMC shell proteins and point mutants in this study.  These hexameric 

BMC shell proteins are similar in structure with RMSD values of a single monomer between 0.22 

Å and 0.42 Å.  We determined the structures of CmcA (a), CmcB (b), CmcB E35G (c), CmcC (d), 

CmcC E35G (e) and CutN (f).     

 

Structural comparison 

In this work we determined the structures of three paralogs encoded within the operon for 

the type II Cut MCP from E.coli 536; CmcA, CmcB and CmcC .  These paralogs share greater 

than 78% sequence similarity with root mean square deviations (RMSD) between 0.22 – 0.28 Å 

for a single monomer (Fig. 6.3).  The greatest amount of variability is located in primarily solvent-

exposed regions of a-helices (Fig. 6.5).  CmcA and CmcB both contain Gly2 and Leu74 while 
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CmcC has an arginine in equivalent positions (Fig. 6.5).  By contrast, CmcB and CmcC both 

contain Glu18 and Ser88 while CmcA contains Ala18 and Ile88 in equivalent positions (Fig. 5).   

By contrast, CutN shares approximately 52% sequence similarity with the type II Cut MCP 

shell proteins CmcA, CmcB and CmcC (Fig. 6.3a).  Superimposition of a single monomer of CutN 

with any one of the type II BMC monomers yields an RMSD of 0.37 – 0.42 Å (Fig. 6.3c).  

Unsurprisingly, there are several key conserved residues that give rise to canonical BMC 

secondary structure elements, especially in the first fifty-four residues (Fig. 6.3a).  In CutN Ala5-

Gly, Ile7-Val15, Ile18, Ala29-Met24, Lys26, Ala28-Val30, Leu32-Gly34, Gly39, Gly41-Thr44, 

Val47 and Gly49-Val54 are conserved across the type I and type II shell proteins characterized 

in this work (Fig. 6.3a).      

Hexameric BMC shell proteins have a distinct sidedness, with one surface being relatively 

flat and the other appearing more concave or dimpled owing to a central depression.  We sought 

to investigate the differences in surface electrostatics between both faces of the various Cut MCP 

shell proteins.  Using the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzman Solver (APBS) plugin (Baker et al., 2001; 

Jurrus et al., 2018) for PyMOL we generated models of the electrostatic surface potentials of all 

six structures (Fig. 6.6).  APBS utilizes a continuum solvation method which first requires 

preparing the model.  To do so, we used PDB2PQR (Dolinsky et al., 2004, 2007) in order to add 

missing side-chain atoms, add hydrogens and assign charge and radius parameters.  

Electrostatic potentials maps were calculated using a 0.50 Å grid spacing and a solvent excluded 

surface with a range of +/- 5.0 kT/e.  There is a distribution of positive and negative charge over 

the surface of the flat face on all four BMC types (CmcA, CmcB, CmcC and CutN).  There are 

less pronounced regions of negative charges on the flat face of CmcC compared to the other 

three homologs (CmcA, CmcB and CutN) (Fig. 6).  The N and C-terminal residues are located on 

the dimpled face of all four homologs.  Because we were unable to model 100% of the residues 

for all structures, we only highlight the differences in surface electrostatics of the dimpled face 
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near the central pore, where we have complete structural data.  The type II Cut MCP paralogs 

(CmcA, CmcB and CmcC) all contain a pocket of negative potential charge approximately 25 Å 

in diameter at the pore because of a conserved Glu35 (Fig. 6.3).  This negative potential is not as 

prominent in the CutN homolog and is unsurprisingly partially neutralized in the E35G point 

mutants of CmcB and CmcC (Fig. 6.6).  For all structures, there is a pocket of positive potential 

on the flat face, approximately 15 Å in diameter at the central pore (Fig. 6.6).  This positive 

potential is the result of a conserved Lys11 (Fig. 6.3).  The very center of the pore is neutral as it 

is lined by a conserved G-X-G motif at approximately residue 38 where X is either a serine or a 

glycine (Fig. 6.3).   

 

 

Figure 6.5 Key residue differences between paralogs of the type II choline utilization microcompartment 

Key residue differences between paralogs of the type II choline utilization microcompartment. 

Despite greater than 78% sequence identity between the three paralogs, key differences in 

residues exist in the primarily solvent exposed regions of a-helices in CmcA (a), CmcB (b) and 

CmcC (c). *V87 for CmcB (b) is modelled here for illustrative purposes but is not in the final model 

of CmcB due to insufficient density at the C-terminus. 
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Figure 6.6 Electrostatic maps of the various BMC shell protein structures and their mutants 

Electrostatic maps of the various BMC shell protein structures and their mutants.  Blue is positive, 

red is negative with contour levels of +/- 5 kT/e.  We have highlighted the pore-regions only on 

the dimpled faces of all six structures.   

 

Conclusions 

Previous work used cryo-electron microscopy to resolve the structure of a CmcC mutant 

from derived from Klebsiella pneumoniae to 3.3 Å (Kalnins et al., 2020).  The present study 

provides a higher a resolution structure of CmcC from E. coli 536 (2.3 Å) in addition to two 

paralogs from the type II Cut MCP (CmcA and CmcB).  The previously characterized mutant 

CmcC from Klebsiella pneumoniae and CmcC from E. coli 536 share 89% sequence identity and 

an RMSD of 0.39 Å upon superimposition of a single monomer.  These new structures add to the 

growing library of BMC shell proteins (Ochoa et al., 2021) by resolving the structures of three type 

II Cut MCPs and their point mutants as well as a type I Cut MCP, CutN.  We confirmed key 

structural features found across BMC shell proteins and began to probe differences in 

electrostatic surface potentials between paralogs and homologs of Cut MCPs.  Complete 

structural data, in which all residues are modelled, could be helpful to fully interrogate both the 

flat and dimpled faces of Cut MCP BMC shell proteins. 
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BMC shell proteins present a unique and valuable system for studying selective transport 

through protein pores.  A few computational studies have begun to explore this critical aspect of 

their function, evolution and diversity (Chowdhury et al., 2015; Slininger Lee et al., 2017; Faulkner 

et al., 2020) but important questions remain.  Deriving from less-studied MCP types using choline 

as the transported substrate, the new structures reported here will provide important subjects for 

those ongoing studies. Understanding diffusive transport through BMC pores will ultimately 

provide an important counterpoint to decades of research on molecular transport across the pores 

of transmembrane protein channels. 
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Chapter 7: Interrogating the topology of the 1,2-Propanediol Microcompartment 
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Abstract 

 Bacterial microcompartments, or MCPs, are organelle-like supramolecular structures 

found in nearly 20% of all bacteria that are capable of metabolizing a variety of substrates.  

Internal enzymes are encased within a roughly polyhedral proteinaceous shell comprised 

primarily of homologous tessellating hexameric proteins.  These hexameric disks have distinctly 

flat and dimples faces.  Previous cryo-electron tomography work on carboxysomes, the most 

regular of the MCPs, revealed a nearly icosahedral shell at modest resolution.  The 1,2-

propanediol (Pdu) MCP is an irregularly shaped MCP that exists in a variety of sizes and 

morphologies.  To date, the no other MCP, including the Pdu MCP have been confirmed to obey 

icosahedral geometry (ie. a polyhedron with 20 faces and 12 vertices).  Moreover, the native 

orientation of microcompartment shell proteins have yet to be confirmed within the context of an 

endogenous MCP.  Here, we provide preliminary evidence that dissects the overall geometric and 

topological features of the Pdu microcompartment.  We describe ongoing efforts to define their  

geometries and utilize subtomogram averaging and existing crystallographic data of individual 

shell proteins in order to resolve these shell proteins within the context of the Pdu MCP.    

 

Introduction 

 In this work we sought to characterize the overall shape and morphology of the 1,2-

propanediol (Pdu) microcompartment.  Pdu MCPs were first characterized in Salmonella enterica 

serovar Typhimurium LT2 when it was discovered that Salmonella were capable of utilizing B12 

and adenosylcobalamin to 1,2-propanediol (1,2-PD) [1,2].  Through a now extensively 

characterized pathway 1,2-PD is converted to propionaldehyde via coenzyme B12-dependent diol 

dehydratase.  The highly reactive propionaldehyde intermediate is subsequently converted to 1-

propanol and propionic acid through a series of reactions involving propionaldehyde 

dehydrogenase, 1-propanol dehydrogenase, phosphotransacylase and propionate kinase in 
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order to  provide the cell with ATP and propionyl-CoA [3–8].  The presence of a gene cluster, the 

pdu operon, was deemed essential for the formation of large polyhedral bodies of varying shape 

and morphology [1,2] with subsequent work identifying and characterized the various BMC shell 

proteins (PduA, PduB, PduB’, PduJ, PduK, PduM, PduT and PduU) [9–15].  Crystallographic work 

has been used to determine the structures of PduA [14], PduJ [11] and PduU [12] at high 

resolution, providing important structural insight.  As with other BMC shell proteins, PduA, PduJ 

and PduU have been confirmed to possess distinct sidedness; one surface has relatively flat face 

and the other appears more concave or dimpled possessing a central depression (Figure 7.1).   

More importantly, structural data has helped to reveal the location and positions of termini and 

residues of interest relative to their flat and dimpled faces.  For PduA, PduJ and PduU, the C-

terminus is located on the dimpled face (Figure 7.1).  For PduA and PduJ, the N-terminus is also 

located on the dimpled face whereas the N-terminus is located on the flat face because of a 

circular permutation in the sequence that results in the reordering of the amino acid sequence 

(Figure 7.1) [12]. 

 For several years, it was hypothesized that the dimpled face of these hexameric shell 

proteins was oriented inward, towards the internal lumen.  Initial computational work on 

carboxysome shell proteins provided initial models for possible orientations of the hexameric and 

pentameric shell proteins within the context of a complete MCP shell [16,17].  Subsequent 

biophysical characterization found that luminal enzymes interact with the C-terminus of PduA, 

thus suggesting that the dimpled side faced the internal lumen [18].  Recent characterization of 

miniaturizes, enzyme-free recombinant MCP shells, however, revealed that the dimpled side was 

oriented outward, toward the cytosol [19–22] providing an alternative model to in long-held 

hypothesis surrounding MCP topology.  While this remains an outstanding question, the overall 

architecture of less-regular MCPs, like the Pdu MCP remains equally elusive.     
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Previous transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed moderately resolved Pdu 

MCPs with irregular distribution in shape and morphology.  Unlike carboxysomes, Pdu MCPs are 

less regular in shape.  Carboxysomes assemble as nearly perfect icosahedrons, bearing twenty 

faces and twelve vertices [23,24].  Despite their more regular distribution in shape, carboxysomes 

remain poor candidates for single particle cryo-electron microscopy because of their 

heterogenous outer shell.  Thus, determining the overall geometry of less-regular MCPs, including 

Pdu MCPs remained an  elusive feat.  Remarkably, recent work revealed exquisitely purified and 

TEM-imaged Pdu MCPs revealing, for the first time, that Pdu MCPs possessed more well-defined 

facets than was previously appreciated [25]. 

 Here, we seek to structurally characterize the overall topology and architecture Pdu MCP 

structures.  We utilize existing structural data and knowledge of endogenous metabolic systems 

to develop an assay that probes for lysine modifications by reaction intermediates.  Finally, we 

utilize emerging advances in cryo-electron microscopy and cryo-electron tomography in order 

catalog the diversity in Pdu MCP morphology and propose methods for utilizing site-specific 

biotinylation and sub-tomogram averaging to determine their overall topology and long-range 

organization. 

 

Materials and methods 

Recombinant protein expression and purification 

 We purchased codon optimized gBlock® Gene Fragments of PduA and PduJ from 

Salmonella enterica typhimurium LT2 from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT).  Both 

recombinant proteins contain the fifteen-reside AviTag (GLNDIFEAQKIEWHE) and a non-

cleavable C-terminal His-6 purification tag.  We inserted the gBlock into the pET22b expression 

vector using NdeI and HindIII restriction endonuclease sites.   
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We expressed recombinant protein using the BL21(DE3) E. coli expression system (New 

England Biolabs).  Briefly, we used 6mL 1 mg/L ampicillin-supplemented LB overnight cultures to 

inoculate 1 L of autoinduction media.  We grew cells in TB medium supplemented with ampicillin 

and 5052 autoinduction sugars.  Cultures were grown at 37˚C for six hours and then 18˚C 

overnight and subsequently harvested by centrifugation for 15 min at 5,000 x g. 

We resuspended cells in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, protease 

inhibitor cocktail tablets (Pierce™ Protease Inhibitor Tablets, EDTA-Free, Thermo Scientific), 

lysozyme (Sigma), DNase (Sigma) and RNase (Sigma).  We lysed the resuspended pellets by 

sonication at 4˚C and clarified the lysate by centrifugation (15,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4˚C).  The 

clarified lysate was applied over a pre-equilibrated Nickel IMAC gravity column (HisPur™ Ni-NTA 

Resin, Thermo Scientific) and the His-tagged recombinant protein was eluted using 20 mM Tris 

pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole and 10% glycerol.  We performed a second round of 

purification using gel-filtration chromatography (SuperdexⓇ 200 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) and 

eluted samples with a buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 8.0 and 150 mM NaCl.  Fractions from 

peaks that corresponded to a molecular weight of approximately 82 kDa were pooled together 

and purify was verified using denaturing SDS-PAGE.  Following the two-step purification, proteins 

were concentrated to approximately 10 mg/ml using 10 KDa MWCO Amicon Ultra concentrators 

(Millipore), flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80˚C until ready for use.  

Chromosomal insertions 

 We constructed scarless chromosomal mutations in order to generate AviTag bearing Pdu 

MCP mutants.  We appended the fifteen-residue AviTag (GLNDIFEAQKIEWHE) to the N-

terminus of PduA, PduJ or PduU thus generating three Salmonella enterica typhimurium LT2 

strains that harbored the AviTag on PduA (N-Avi-PduA), on PduJ (N-Avi-PduJ) or PduU (N-Avi-

PduU).  We used a modified recombineering as previously described [26–28].  Briefly, the sacB-

cat cassette was subcloned into the pET-41a vector between the SphI and XhoI restriction sites.  
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The BE293 Salmonella enterica typhimurium LT2 strain containing the pKD46 plasmid (harboring 

lambda red recombinase) was transformed with the oligo corresponding the fifteen-residue 

AviTag via electroporation.  We ordered and inserted oligos from Integrated DNA Technologies 

for N-Avi-PduA, for N-Avi-PduJ  and for N-Avi-PduU (see supporting information).  Following 

recombineering, we confirmed the presence of the N-terminal AviTag with PCR and genomic DNA 

sequencing.  We proceeded to assess the integrity and morphology of these Pdu MCP mutant 

strains using transmission electron microscopy ad described below. 

Pdu Expression and Purification 

 We utilized a previously described method (Haveman, Sinha) to optimize a robust and 

facile method for the expression and purification of endogenous Pdu MCPs from Salmonella 

enterica typhimurium LT2.  Pdu MCPs were freshly purified prior to downstream analysis.  Briefly, 

an LT2 -80˚C glycerol stock was used to inoculate 3mL of antibiotic-free LB from and grown 

overnight at 37˚C in a shaking incubator.  5µL of this overnight culture was used to inoculate a 

fresh 8mL LB culture and grown for six hours at 37˚C.  After six hours, the full 8 mL culture was 

used to inoculate 400 mL of media that contained 1X NCE, 1 mM MgSO4, 0.5% succinate and 

0.6% 1,2-propanediol and grew at 37˚C for approximately 16-18 hours.   

Cells were harvest by centrifugation 5,000 x g for 15 min at 4˚C.  Excess media was 

decanted and cells were resuspended in 20mL of a Buffer A which contained 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

8.0), 500 mM KCl, 12.5 mM MgCl2 and 1.5% 1,2-propanediol in order to wash cells and remove 

residual media and subsequently re-pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 x g for 15 minutes at 4˚C.  

After decanting excess buffer, cells were resuspended in a lysis buffer containing a mixture of 

40% Buffer A and 60% B-PER II (Thermo Scientific) supplemented with Pierce Protease Inhibitor 

tablets (Thermo Scientific), Lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich) and DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) at a ratio of 

10 mL per 1 g of cell pellet.   Cells were incubated and lysed for one hour at 30˚C with gentle 
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shaking.  The lysate was clarified by 12,000 x g for 5 minutes at 4˚C in order to remove large cell 

debris. 

The resulting supernatant, containing Pdu MCPs and other soluble proteins was 

transferred to a clean falcon tube and centrifuged at 20,000 x g at 4˚C for thirty-five minutes in 

order to pellet the MCPs. The excess supernatant, containing lower-molecular weight soluble 

proteins were disposed of.  The resulting pelleted MCPs were translucent and difficult to see.  We 

gently resuspended the MCP pellet in 400 µL of chilled buffer, with buffer composition defined by 

subsequent downstream experiments.  For general transmission electron microscopy work, Pdu 

MCPs were resuspended in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, and 1% 1,2-PD to a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL, referred to henceforth as Buffer B.  For 

all other work, Pdu MCPs were resuspended in an amine-free buffer (KIT buffer) containing 100 

mM triethyleammonium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.5 (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 mM KCl, 1% 1,2-

propanediol and 10 mM MgCl2. 

Lysine modification 

  In order to determine the sidedness and orientation of BMC shell proteins, we performed 

a series of assays in order to covalently modify lumen and cytosol-facing lysines.  Purified Pdu 

MCPs derived from the same parent biological sample were divided into two aliquots and used 

for modifying interior (lumen) and exterior (cytosol) facing lysines as described below. 

For interior MCP lumen-facing lysines, we modified the previously described Diol 

dehydratase (DDH) activity assay [28,29] using 1 mL reactions, referred to henceforth as DDH*.  

Purified Pdu MCPs in KIT buffer were diluted to 10 mg/mL.  DDH* reactions contained the 

following; 50 µL of 10 mg/mL purified Pdu MCPs, 20 µL 60% 1,2-propanediol (Sigma-Aldrich), 20 

µL sodium cyanoborohydride (NaCNHB3) (Sigma-Aldrich), 133 µL of 10 mM Ado B12 (Sigma-

Aldrich) and 777 µL of KIT buffer.  Reactions were incubated at 37˚C for thirty minutes protected 

from light.  Ado B12 was added last in order to initiate the reaction.  Following the thirty-minute 
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incubation, samples were stored at -20˚C until ready for mass spectrometry analysis.  We used 

three biological replicates and performed reactions in duplicate. 

 In order to modify external, cytosol-facing lysines, we added free propionaldehyde to 

purified Pdu MCPs.  As with DDH*, we performed 1 mL reactions.  Propionaldhyde reactions 

contained the following; 50 µL of 10 mg/mL purified Pdu MCPs (in KIT buffer), 20 µL of 99% 

propionaldehyde (Sigma-Alridch), 20 µL of NaCNHB3 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 910 µL of KIT buffer.  

Reactions were incubated for thirty minutes at 37˚C  and subsequently stored at -20˚C until ready 

for mass spectrometry analysis.  We used three biological replicates. 

Mass Spectrometry  

 Samples were prepared for liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry.  

Briefly, samples were buffer exchanged to 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate butter, pH 8.0, 

denatured with 8 M urea, reduced with 20 mM DTT at 60˚ C and subsequently alkylated with 

iodoacetamide, protected from light.  Samples were then digested with Trypsin and 

endoproteinase GluC (New England Bioolabs) to ensure sufficient cleavage of lysine-modified 

peptides.  Peptides were dried and desalted using 3M Empore C18 solid phase extraction disks. 

 100 ng of sample were injected and analyzed by liquid chromatography-tandem mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) using a nano-LC system (Ultimate 3000 RSL Cnano, Dionex) coupled 

to a Quadrupole Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive Plus, Thermo Scientific).  The mass-

spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent acquisition mode.  A full MS scan was performed 

in the mass range of 300 – 1800 m/z.  MS/MS scans were acquired with a dynamic mass range 

and precursor ions were isolated using a quadrupole isolation window of 2 m/z and fragmented 

in the HCD trap with a normalized collision energy. 

 Q Exactive *.RAW files were analyzed using ProteomeDiscoverer (version 1.4) employing 

Matrix Science’s Mascot search algorithm (version 2.5).  Peak lists were searched against 

common contaminants and the Salmonella enterica proteome.  Critical search parameters include 
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lysine propylation.  The relative abundance of lysine-modified sites were calculated by dividing 

the total peak area for all modified peptides containing the lysine-modification by the total peptide 

peak for the shell protein of interest (PduA, PduJ or PduU).   

Biotinylation and Streptavidin conjugation 

 In order to probe the sidedness of the PduA, PduJ and PduU BMC shell proteins, we 

developed a biotinylation and gold-conjugated streptavidin conjugation assay.  AviTag-harboring 

Pdu MCP mutants were purified as previously described resuspended in Buffer B.  We performed 

site-specific biotinylation using biotin ligase (BirA) using a modified protocol as previously 

described [30].  For each mutant, we prepared biotinylation reactions by mixing  400 µL of mutant 

Pdu MCPs at 6.5 mg/mL, 5 µL of 1M MgCl2, 20 µM of 100 mM ATP (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 µL of BirA 

and 3 µL of 50 mM Biotin (Fischer Scientific).  Reactions were incubated for one hour at room 

temperature.  An additional 5 µL of 1M MgCl2, 20 µM of 100 mM ATP (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 µL of 

BirA and 3 µL of 50 mM Biotin were added to the reaction and incubated for one more hour.  

Reactions were subsequently dialyzed into Buffer B to remove excess biotin.   

 Following dialysis, samples were incubated for fifteen minutes with Buffer B-equilibrated 

nickel resin (HisPur™ Ni-NTA Resin, Thermo Scientific) in order to capture and remove BirA.  

Samples were centrifuged for 12,000 x g at 4˚C for five minutes to pellet the nickel, and the 

resulting supernatant containing biotinylated mutant Pdu MCPs were carefully collected and 

transferred to a separate Eppendorf tube.  Biotinylated Pdu MCPs were mixed with 20nm gold-

conjugated streptavidin (Ted Pella) for one hour and imaged with transmission electron 

microscopy as described below. 

Transmission electron microscopy 

 For negative stain transmission electron microscopy, Formvar/Carbon 300 mesh copper 

grids (Ted Pella) were glow discharged for forty-five seconds.  Purified MCPs were diluted to 

approximately 0.5 mg/mL and 5 µL were applied to the grid and allowed to incubate for sixty 
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seconds.  Excess sample was blotted away with filter paper, washed twice with 5 µL of 0.1% 1,2-

propanediol and stained with 5 µL 2% uranyl acetate for thirty seconds.  Excess uranyl acetate 

was wicked away and allowed to dry.  Grids were imaged using an FEI Tecnai T12 transmission 

electron microscope. 

 For Cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) we diluted Pdu MCPs to a final concentration of 

5 mg/mL.  2.5 µL of Pdu MCPs were pipetted onto Quantifoil R 1.2/2.3 200 mesh grids (Electron 

Microscropy Sciences).  Grids were blotted and frozen in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV 

(FEI) and stored for under liquid nitrogen until ready for data collection.  Pdu MCPs were screened 

to ice thickness, stability and distribution using an FEI T20 iCorr microscope equipped with a 

Gatan US4000 CCD Camera or using an FEI TF20 microscope equipped with a bottom mount 

TVIPS F416, 4K x 4K CMOS camera. 

 We prepared samples for Cryo-electron tomography (Cryo-ET) by premixing purified Pdu 

MCPs with gold fiducial markers.  MCPs were mixed with 10 nm BSA gold conjugate (Ted Pella) 

or 20 nm streptavidin gold conjugate (Ted Pella) and stored on ice.  2.5 µL of the MCP-fiducial 

mixture were pipetted onto Quantifoil R 1.2/2.3 200 mesh grids (Electron Microscropy Sciences).  

Grids were blotted and frozen in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI) and stored for under 

liquid nitrogen until ready for data collection.   

Image acquisition and processing 

Preliminary tilt-series were collected on a 300 keV Tecnai TF-30 equipped with a single-

axis tilt holder and a 4k x 4k CMOS TVIPS camera.  We collected unidirectional projections at 

29,000x magnification using 2 x 2 binning which corresponded to a pixel size of 0.59 nm.  All data 

sets had a tilt range of +/- 40˚ in 0.3˚ increments with 1 second exposures with a target total dose 

of ~80 e per Å2.  Following data collection, we used the IMOD software package [31] to generate 

preliminary tomographic reconstructions. 
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Preliminary results 

The endogenous Pdu metabolic pathway can be hijacked and upregulated in order to probe 

propionaldehyde-based lysine modification  

 We modified the Diol dehydratase (DDH) activity assay [28,29]  in order to exploit the 

native Pdu metabolic pathway and overproduce the propionaldehyde intermediate.  The 

propanediol dehydratase activity can be quantified by indirectly measuring the formation of 

propionaldehyde through monitoring the conversion of NADH to NAD+.  This assay requires a 

fixed concentration of purified Pdu MCPs and 1,2-propanediol and NADH, and also requires an 

excess of Ado B12 and Saccharomyces cerevisiae alcohol dehydrogenase.  Under these 

conditions, the 1,2-propanediol in solution is readily converted into its final products propionyl-

PO4
2- and 1-propanol.  In this work, we excluded NADH and alcohol dehydrogenase which led to 

the overproduction and accumulation of propionaldehyde within the Pdu MCP lumen.  The 

propionaldehyde intermediate is reactive and capable of modifying lysines via propyl 

modifications (Schiff base) and hemi-thioacetal modifications.  We used tandem mass-

spectrometry to search for these propionaldehyde-based lysine modifications and identify 1) 

which lysines of PduA, PduJ and PduU were modified and 2) determine the location of these 

lysines relative to the flat or concave face using existing structural data.  

 Previous crystallographic work on PduA (PDB 3NGK [14]), PduJ (PDB 5D6V [11]) and 

PduU (PDB 3CGI [12]) has revealed the location of lysines relative to their flat and dimpled faces 

(Table 7.1).  PduA has three lysines located on its flat face (K12, K55 and K72) and three lysines 

on its dimpled face (K37, K86, K90).  PduJ has three lysines located on its flat face (K11, K54 

and K71) and two lysines on its dimpled face (K36, K89).  Lastly, PduU has two lysines located 

on its flat face (K18, K96) and three lysines located on its dimpled face (K31, K35, K36). 
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Upon adding excess propionaldehyde to purified MCPs or performing the DDH* reaction 

and overproducing the propionaldehyde intermediate, we were able to successfully identify propyl 

modifications of lysines using tandem mass-spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).  We used recombinantly 

purified N-Avi-PduA, N-Avi-PduJ or N-Avi-PduU incubated with excess propionaldehyde (20 µL 

of 99% propionaldehyde to 50 µL of 10 mg/mL recombinantly purified PduA, J or U) as controls 

in order to assess the relative reactivity of the various BMC lysines.  Despite successfully 

identifying lysine-harboring peptides with LC-MS/MS, we only observed modifications of flat-face-

located lysines.  Because lysine propyl modifications are reversible (Schiff base), we decided to 

repeat these experiments with NaCNHB3 in order to reduce the reaction and generate covalent 

modifications.  This work resulted in detectable lysine modifications on both the flat and dimpled 

faces of recombinantly purified PduA, PduJ and PduU.  Moreover, for purified intact Pdu MCPs, 

we observed no baseline propyl modification in the absence of NaCNHB3.  In the presence of 

NaCNHB3, we observed some propyl-based lysine modifications in purified intact Pdu MCPs, 

however these modifications were several orders of magnitude lower than conditions in which we 

added or overproduced (DDH*) propionaldehyde. 

Preliminary mass spectrometry data suggests that when exogenous propionaldehyde is 

added to purified Pdu MCPs, there are significant differences in proportions of propyl-modified 

lysines (Figure 7.2).  We performed a two-sided Mann-Whitney U test and found that a greater 

proportion (p<0.5) of flat-face located lysines (K55 and K12 for PduA and K11 for PduJ) are 

propylated upon addition of excess propionldehyde.  For K55 of PduA, approximately 46% of K55-

harboring peptides possess a propyl modification when propionaldehyde is added to Pdu MCPs 

(Figure 7.2a).  For the same lysine, only 40% of K55-harbring peptides possessed a propyl 

modification when propionaldehyde is overproduced using the afore-mentioned modified diol 

dehydratase assay (Figure 7.2a).  The same trend is observed for K12 of PduA and K11 of PduJ 

(Figure 7.2).   
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1,2-Propanediol microcompartments are robust, flexible and dynamic 

 We found that the Pdu MCP tolerates the addition of the fifteen-residue AviTag to the N-

terminus of three BMC shell proteins; PduA, PduJ and PduU.  We successfully inserted the 

AviTag to the N-terminus of PduA, PduJ and PduU, resulting in three separate classes of mutant 

MCPs.  During expression and purification, N-Avi-PduA, N-Avi-PduJ and N-Avi-PduU mutants  

behaved like their wild-type counterparts.  We were able to obtain comparable yields for all 

mutants.  Moreover, these Pdu MCPs had no obvious differences in shape, distribution and 

morphology compared to their wild-type counterparts (Figure 7.3).  Under negative stain TEM, we 

found that N-Avi-PduA-MCP, N-Avi-PduJ-MCP and N-Avi-PduU-MCP possessed characteristic 

features including flat, well-defined facets and prominent vertices.  We were also able to observe 

internal cargo and enzymes.   

 Pdu MCPs tolerate a variety of additives with no obvious effects on overall shape or 

morphology.  Our lysine modification-based experiments required the addition of several reagents 

including NaCNHB3, propionaldehyde, Ado B12 and an excess of 1,2-propadediol (components of 

DDH*).  In order to ensure the integrity of our Pdu MCPs, we incubated purified Pdu MCPs with 

comparable concentrations of these key reagents in excess of one hour.  We proceeded to image 

these samples with negative stain TEM and observed no aberrant MCPs.  Under these conditions, 

Pdu MCPs maintained their shape and integrity with no obvious signs of degradation (Figure 7.4). 

 The Pdu MCP exists in a variety of shapes and morphologies.  Using negative stain TEM 

we were able to clearly see the boundaries of Pdu MCPs (Figure 7.5a).  Internal cargo and 

enzymes are readily observed, appearing as prominent dark spots within the MCP.  While some 

Pdu MCPs appear amorphous with irregular bounds, others have sharp, well-defined facets and 

vertices.  Their native shape and internal cargo are better maintained under cryogenic conditions 

(Figure 7.5b).  Unlike their negative stain counterparts, nearly all Pdu MCPs retain sharp, clearly 

defined bounds with cryo-ET.  In several instances, these two-dimensional cross-sections reveal 
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MCPs with five sides and MCPs with six sides (Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6).  Moreover, we observed 

minority subpopulations of rounded, spherical MCPs as well as elongated rods.  The elongated 

rods are roughly 75 nm wide and between 500 – 800 nm long.  While we could clearly resolve 

internal enzymes, not all Pdu MCPs possessed obviously visible cargo (Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6). 

 Pdu MCPs do not require internal enzymes for assembly. In numerous instances, we 

observed cargo-less Pdu MCPs that appeared to be devoid of internal enzymes (Figure 7.7).  

MCPs lacking their internal enzymes did not have obvious differences in overall shape or 

morphology compared to other MCPs.  In some instances, Pdu MCPs had darker regions within 

the bounds of the MCP (Figure 7.7a).  These regions are not readily discernable with cryo-EM. 

 

Discussion 

Preliminary data suggests that BMC shell proteins assemble with their concave faces 

oriented inward, towards the lumen.  We found interesting evidence that appears to suggest a 

preference for modification of flat-face located lysines upon addition of excess propionaldehyde.  

Intriguingly, we also observed a trend that a greater proportion of K89 on the dimpled face of 

PduA and K36 on the dimpled face of PduJ are found to have propyl modifications when 

propionaldehyde is overproduced (*DDH) than when propionaldehyde is exogenously added to 

solution (Figure 7.2).  This ongoing work will utilize additional technical and biological replicates 

in order to confirm our preliminary data. 

We observed several instances of apparently empty MCPs, or rather, MCPs with no 

obvious internal features or enzymes (Figure 7.7).  This observation may challenge current 

hypothesis on assembly principles [32].  Current theories propose two alternative modes of MCP 

assembly.  The first suggests a core-first assembly that involves the aggregation of internal 

enzymes and their subsequent encapsulation by the MCP shell [32].  Alternatively,  the 

concomitant assembly hypothesis suggests that enzymatic core and external shell proteins 
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assemble in parallel, thus requiring the presence of internal enzymes [32].  The observance of 

empty MCPs contradicts the theory that internal enzymes and cargo are required for assembly.  

Previous work also demonstrated [cite paper where the operon is added to e. coli and expressed, 

no obvious changes in morphology or expression levels.   This work supports previous work by 

demonstrating that endogenously produced Pdu MCPs are indeed capable of formation absent 

of internal cargo. 

Pdu MCPs are more regular than previously observed.  We attribute the well-defined 

facets and bounds of our Pdu MCP samples to the minimal processing and handling of our 

samples.  Previous work includes using glutaraldehyde as a fixative [33] which may have 

contributed to additional deformation.  We found that we were able to efficiently image our 

samples without additional manipulation prior to staining with uranyl acetate.  Large 

concentrations of negative stain, as seen by dark spots on the MCPs have been attributed to 

pools of negative stain that sit above collapsed and deflated MCPs [33].  We hypothesize that 

these prominent dark spots are the result of large areas and concentrations of internal enzymes 

(Figure 7.6a).   

Despite the observation that a majority of TEM-imaged Pdu MCPs had will defined vertices 

and facets, we found several aberrant MCPs with diversity in shape and morphology.  As a minor 

population, elongated Pdu MCP rods ranging from approximately 500 – 800 nm in all purifications.  

This elongated rod morphology was previously observed .  As an imperfect biological system that 

contains numerous BMC paralogs with essential and redundant roles [11,34], their variety in 

shape, size and morphology is unsurprising.   

While recent advances have propelled this field forward, MCPs remain poorly understood 

from a functional, structural organizational level.  Mechanisms of transport across a protein shell 

have only been partially revealed.  Despite being closed systems that prevent the efflux of toxic 

intermediates, our work demonstrates that Pdu MCPs appear dynamic and subject to bi-
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directional passive diffusion of propionaldehyde.   Moreover, it is unclear how the numerous 

hexameric shell paralogs of MCPs are organized and distributed across the outer shell.  Our future 

work will seek to elucidate the long-range organization of the Pdu MCP shell by utilizing 

subtomogram averaging and existing crystallographic data on Pdu BMC shell proteins.  

Additionally, we will utilize AviTag-harboring MCP mutants in order to perform site-specific 

biotinylation and optimize assays that seek to use gold-conjugated streptavidin in order to label 

external-facing AviTags and probe the orientation and topology of BMC shell proteins.  This 

ongoing work will enhance our foundational knowledge of bacterial microcompartments 

confirming and perhaps revealing yet unknown principles of their assembly, functions and 

structure. 
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Figure 7.1 Structure of Pdu BMC shell proteins 

Structure of Pdu BMC shell proteins.  PduA (cobalt), PduJ (orange) and PduU (lime green) are 

hexameric shell proteins from the 1,2-propanediol MCP.  All three possess a flat and dimpled 

face.  We identify the location of their termini highlighting their location relative to their flat and 

dimpled faces (N-terminus in cyan, C-terminus in red). 
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Table 7.1 Location of lysines relative to the flat and dimpled faces 

Location of lysines relative to the flat and dimpled faces.  We highlight the locaion of flat and 

dimpled-face located lysines for PduA, PduJ and PduU. 

  

Flat Dimpled

PduA
K12
K55
K72

K37
K86
K90

PduJ
K11
K54
K71

K36
K89

PduU K18
K96

K31
K35
K36
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Figure 7.2 Proportion of modified lysines on PduA and PduJ 

Proportion of modified lysines on PduA and PduJ.  We compare the proportion of modified 

lysines on PduA and PduJ when exogenous propionaldehyde is added compared to when 

endogenous propionaldehyde is overproduced.  Significance (p<0.05) is denoted with an 

asterisk (*). 
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Figure 7.3 AviTag-bearing mutant Pdu MCPs 

AviTag-bearing mutant Pdu MCPs.  WT Pdu MCPs (A) compared to mutant MCPs harboring 

the fifteen-residue AviTag to the N-terminus of PduA (B), PduJ (C) and PduU (D) does not 

appear to alter the overall morphology of Pdu MCPs.  
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Figure 7.4 Pdu MCPs incubated with numerous reagents   

Pdu MCPs incubated with numerous reagents.  The following reagents are conditions were 

used for probing lysine modification in subsequent work; (A) NaCNHB3, (B) propionaldehyde, 

(C) NaCNHB3 and propionaldehyde, and (D) NaCNHB3 and DDH* reagents (Ado B12, and 1,2-

propanediol).  
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Figure 7.5 TEM of Pdu MCPs   

TEM of Pdu MCPs.  Negative stain (A) and cryo-EM (B) of Pdu MCPs.  Scale bar is 100nm. 
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Figure 7.6 Cryo-EM of Pdu MCPs 

Cryo-EM of Pdu MCPs.  Two micrographs revealing variety in shape size and morphology, 

especially highlighting elongated rods.  Scale bar = 500 nm. 
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Figure 7.7 Cryo-EM of empty Pdu MCPs.   

Cryo-EM of empty Pdu MCPs.  Two micrographs highlighting empty MCPs, devoid of internal 

cargo and enzymes.  Scale bar = 100nm. 
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Supporting Information 

Oligo sequences 

N-Avi-PduA-MCP: 

CTGATGCTCAACAGCAAGTCAGCCATTCTTTTTCCTCGCATCTTCTTATAGTCCCAACTA

TCGGAACACTCCATGCGAGGTCTTTATGTCAGACGGCTTGAACGACATTTTTGAAGCCC

AAAAGATTGAATGGCATGAGGGCTCTATGCAACAAGAAGCACTAGGAATGGTAGAAACC

AAAGGCTTAACCGCAGCCATAGAGGCCGCTGATGCAATGGTTAAGTCAGCCAATGTGAT

GTTAGTGGGCTATGAAAAGATTGGCTCCGGGCTGGTAACCGTCATCGTGCGCGGCGAT

GTTGGCGCGGTCAAAGCGGCCACCGATGCAGGTGC 

N-Avi-PduJ-MCP: 

CGCATCGGCGCCGCTTTTTACGCTGATGCATCATCAGGACAGTCAGGCCCAACGCAAC

ACCGGTAATAACGCGGCACGGCTGGTCAAAGGGATCCCCTTTCGGGATCTCCATGCTT

AATCACAGGAGAACGGCAGTATGTCAGACGGCTTGAACGACATTTTTGAAGCCCAAAAG

ATTGAATGGCATGAGGGCTCTATGAATAACGCACTGGGACTGGTTGAAACAAAAGGGCT

GGTCGGCGCCATTGAAGCCGCCGATGCAATGGTTAAATCCGCCAACGTACAGCTGGTG

GGCTACGAAAAAATTGGTTCTGGCCTGGTGACCGTCAT 

N-Avi-PduU-MCP: 

CGTTTCTGACGTCAATAACGCCGTGACGGTTGCCAGCGAAAGCGCGGGCGAGAAAGGG

TTGTTGGTTTACCGTTCGGTGATCCCACGCCCGCATGAAGCCATGTGGCGACAGATGGT

GGAGGGGTAATGACTGAGGGACTGAACGATATTTTCGAAGCACAGAAAATCGAGTGGC

ACGAGGGATCTATGGAAAGACAACCGACAACGGATCGCATGATTCAGGAATACGTGCC

GGGGAAACAGGTCACTCTCGCGCACCTGATTGCTAATCCAGGGAAAGATCTCTTTAAGA

AGCTGGGCCTGCAGGATGCAGTGTCCGCCATTGGCATC 
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